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Seaquence. Audiovisual Online Micro-cultures
Bertram Niessen

audiovidual flow produced by some
basic parameters (such as waveforms
and duration).
Because of the speed and breadth of
the expansion of new technologies
creative applications, such tools
reveal themeselves to be very
important for basic training and, at
the same time, can help to overcome
the fear that many people still feed on
this subject. In this sense, Seaquence
refers to projects that have made the
history of media design and electronic
art. In particular, its Petri dish cultures
remember the Soda Constructor’s
machines galleries, the Java game
which revolutionized the interface
design a few years ago and which is
still today one of the most interesting
case study concerning learning
through online games.

Seaquence is an on-line project
developed by Ryan Alexander, Gabriel
Dunne and Daniel Massey during an
art residency at Gray Area Foundation
For The Arts (GAFFTA), San Francisco,
a non-profit organization dedicated to
building social consciousness through
digital culture.
It is a platform that, through a
biological metaphor, allows the online
user to build sequencers visualized as
micro-organisms, whose form
changes according to the audio
processing parameters. Assembled in
virtual Petri dish cultures, sequencers
are synchronized with each other
creating simple but very evocative
rhythmic compositions. Seaquence is
a work of digital art that offers its
users the opportunity to experience a
free and fun synthesis and
sequencing, learning changes on the
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The other immediate reference is to

Arts (GAFFTA) in San Francisco is
emerging as a leading institution
concerning the promotion of
educational and cultural projects of
electronic art that can interact with
local communities. It’s an interesting
example of how technological
innovation can relate with social
innovation, in a virtuous circle
involving public, private and third
sector stakeholders.

Tenori-on, the hardware interface
developed by Yamaha along with
Toshio Iwai: using a grid of LEDs
(which closely resembles the one
used by Seaquence), Tenori-on allows
you to manage a sequencer samples
in an easy, fast and extremely intuitive
way.
Sequence combines many features of
these (and other) distinguished
predecessors, recombining them in a
more audio-visual and synaesthetic
way through the ruse, simple and
extremely effective, of a micro-

By placing themselves in a continuous
and structured dialogue with a variety
of other actors, GAFFTA opens a
communication channel between
culture and urban environment. In this
sense, the cultural center makes a
major step towards the more
common policies still widespread
among other art institutions
(addressed or not to electronic art),
using culture as a symbolic elite
marker between what is educated
and what is not.

biological metaphor that almost
seems to suggest a world of small
artificial intelligence forms.
For those who are dealing with basic
media design training, Seaquence is a
teaching tool; the simplicity of the
interaction between sound and video,
as well as the synesthetic relationship
developed by the authors (sine wave =
blue ; square wave green, etc. ) are
very useful in developing educational
considerations about the design of
audio-visual objects. In particular,
Seaquence seems to be particularly
useful in discussing the possible
methods to develop vocabularies of
complex synaesthetic relationships
from primary simple elements .
Seaquence is also an interesting
project on a completely different
level. Gray Area Foundation For the

Seaquence is used by GAFFTA as an
innovative fund-raising tool aswelll:
through a donate-to-play process,
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who wants can also donate an
amount of money to the cultural
center for each microculture of
audiovisual organism created. By the
time of me writing this, more than $
15,000 have already been collected in
this way.

Josette Melchor: I consider
Seaquence to be Gray Area’s
depiction of digital art today. When
we began this project–we began by
considering the smallest addressable
screen element the pixel-itself.
Imagine a single pixel on a static page
that represented a person in the
digital arts community. Now imagine
that the static pixel was able to be
remixed by another person online. The
project is within the gray area
between gaming, design, sound, and
visuals.

We wanted to know more about that
having a chat with Josette Melchor,
executive director and co-founder of
the Gray Area Foundation For Arts
(GAAFTA), curator for some important
designers and research centres such
as C.E.B. Reas, MiT Senseable City
Lab, Robert Hodgin, Institute of
Computer Sound and Technology and
also community organizer for the
GAFFTA’S Digital Arts Center and City
Centered project, programme which
works on the possible relationship
between the artists and designers
involved in the data visualization and
the cities.

With little promotion, we have
watched as the project has been
shared online to hundreds of
thousands of people since last fall. It’s
been interesting to obseve how
people have reacted to the project.
One blogger stated that he was
teaching his child electronic music
using Seaquence. The education
aspect of the project was not planned,
but we are extremely pleased to see
that it’s been useful in more ways
than we had imagined–We wanted
people to have fun, share, and create
digital art/music. We hope to
continue to develop features based
on community-feedback and
participation.

Bertram Niessen: Seaquence can be
seen not only as an artwork and a
game, but also as a powerful
educational tool to teach the basics of
electronic music; this may have
consequences on the way we
conceive educational technologies,
and on the relationships between
artists, programmers and cultural
centers like GAFFTA. From this point
of view, what kind of developments
do you expect for Seaquence in the
next future? Are there other projects
in the same direction?
5

other creations. You get a link to share
online and you are also allowed to
remix other seaquences and rename
them when you do so.. At this point
the seaquences are all anonymous
beyond the works that have been
donated to http:s.gaffta.org In the
future I can imagine that linking social
profiles to creations would be a way
to credit the contributor.
Bertram Niessen: During the last
years, some crowd-sourced art
projects (like The Sheep Market by
Aaron Koblin) created a hot debate
about the authorship of the artworks
as collections of works by others. 3)
How do you handle the individual
authorship issue in Seaquence?

Bertram Niessen: You are using
Seaquence in what can be seen as an
innovative way to finance an art
foundation. Instead of offering the
software on-line for free, you chose a
“donate to play” strategy. On a
broader level, this choice poses new
issues on the concept of “free” in
social and on-line tools. What are your
expectations from this point of view?
Are you planning new experiments in
this direction?

Josette Melchor: The Sheep Market is
a smart project that makes a cultural
statement about the society we live in
today. A world wherein through
digital tools, humans can be
persuaded to act as a machine
themselves. If I remember The Sheep
Market correctly there was a built-in
message on amazon that stated that
the workers retained no rights to their
work. So although there was a cultural
debate it’s apparent that the work
was paid for even if only .02 cents.

Josette Melchor: The idea to add a
donate feature to http:s.gaffta.org
was something that we planned for
even before we started the project.
You can always create using
http://seaquence.org for free. We are
experimenting with ways for digital
artists to create revenue. The physical
gallery for digital art does not make
sense so we have designed a way for
millions of people to see the work and
contribute to the digital arts

The idea of authorship of the work
created through Seaquence is an
interesting question and one that we
hadn’t really considered. When people
save their creation on seaquence.org
it goes into a database of all of the

movement. We are continuing to
develop a model for digital arts to be
supported through online
6

contributions.

the urban environment. We hope to
create urban projects through our
hack days and project research that
will be supported by cities and
citizens.
As with any organization our program
is only as strong as our network so we
continue to focus on community
outreach to ensure that we have a
broad range of people involved in
what we do. I have been in San
Francisco for 7 years now and over
that period of time I become aware of
many disparate cultural sectors. Some
of the biggest industries we have here
are creative, art, and technology
based. I think the greatest service that
GAFFTA provides to our city is the
framework we have provided for

Bertram Niessen: On your website,
you state that the Gray Area
Foundation for the Arts stakeholders
include “neighborhoods &
municipalities, digital artists,
communities touched by the data we
analyze, urban planners & planning
officials, community non-profits (and)
local service organizations”. It’s an
interesting attempt to create a
bottom-up process of cultural
governance centered on digital arts
social transformation power. How do
you manage it? Which are the main
obstacles you are facing? How is it
related to the cultural economy of San
Francisco?

interdisciplinary research among
those fields.

Online References
Sequence main site:
http://seaquence.org/

Josette Melchor: We have begun
more and more to focus on producing
“hackathons” and “data hack days”
that bring together diverse groups to
collaborate over a period of time to
conceive of projects and define social
issues together. The idea of mashing
up different groups and genres is
what Gray Area is striving to do within

Seaquence donation site:
http://s.gaffta.org/
GAFFTA page about Seaquence:
http://www.gaffta.org/our-work/pro
jects/seaquence/
GAFFTA main page:
http://www.gaffta.org/
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Urban Transcripts 2010. Over The Skin Of The
City
Eugenia Fratzeskou

city of Athens.
Urban Transcripts is an experimental
project initiated in 2010 by
Kollektiva.net as a series of annual
exhibitions, talks and events focused
on cities and urban development.
Urban Transcripts aims to bring
together a multidisciplinary spectrum
of projects ranging from photography
to architecture, from research work to
performance art, composing a unique
narrative of a city every year; to create
an open public dialogue inviting cityzens to be part of a collective and
interactive event. The primary object
of Urban Transcripts is to pursue an
understanding of cities and their
development by (re)discovering some
of the exceptional oddities and
alternative visions that make every
city so different to every other.

The launch of the first Urban
Transcripts international and
interdisciplinary exhibition took place
on 16th December 2010 at Booze
Cooperativa gallery at the historical
center of Athens. Housed in a threefloored neoclassical building, this is
one of the most lively, groundbreaking and influential platforms for
the contemporary art scene in the
capital, which facilitates diverse kinds
of exchange and dialogue between
various art forms, ideologies and
philosophies, forming a framework for
collaboration and creativity that
encompasses all fields of expression.
This year’s Urban Transcripts theme
has been “Athens, urban (r)evolution
through individual spontaneity in the
absence of planning” and inspired a
creative and critical dialogue with the
9

not, planning followed what had
already been rather than determined
what would follow. The contemporary
urban environment of Athens evolved
through a disobedience to hierarchy
and regulation and a celebration of
the individual ego over collective
consensus.
Urban Transcripts 2010 encouraged
participants to liberally appropriate
this theme: the frenetic (r)evolution of
Athens through a multitude of
spontaneous individual interventions.
Indeed, using the city of Athens as a
field of investigation, creativity and

The Directors for Urban Transcripts
2010 are Yiorgos Papamanousakis
(project leader, planning &
coordination) and Anneta Vrontoulaki
(communication, public relations &
venue liaison). The Project Review
Committee members have included
Siddhartha Bose (poet and performer
/ academic member), Yiorgos
Papamanousakis (architect /
kollektiva.net member), Athina
Stylianidi (architect / professional
member) and Maria Tzika
(documentary filmmaker /
community member).

inspiration, the projects engage in a
critical and original way with the
theme and the problematics it evokes.
The nine projects that have been
selected and exhibited have been
realised mainly through drawing,
photographic narration, film,
interactive installation, urban
design,research and design. Some of
the projects offered ‘readings’ of the
city, through recording, investigating,
representing and analysing the
context of Athens, while others
focused on ‘writings’ on the city
through shaping, making, reforming
and intervening into the city.

From a small provincial town of no
more than 10.000 people in the 1830s,
Athens has transformed and
reinvented itself into one of the
greatest and most densely urbanised
territories in Europe, home to an
estimated 5.000.000 people. This
process has mainly been driven by an
accumulation of non-planned
individual
and
spontaneous
interventions rather than institutional
planning policies; more often than

The participants were: Dr Eugenia
Fratzeskou, Maria Michou & Ioannis
Mitropoulos, Vaggelis Kalogerakis,
ArchiIV+ (Eleni Boumpari, Theodore
Dounas, Natalia Iliadi, Sofia
10

more importance is given to interior
private spaces than to the exterior
public environment.

Xanthopoulou, Apostolis Zacharakis
et. al.), Maria Sfaellou, Fabiano
Micocci, Evdokia Koraki & Cathrine
Blin, Angeliki Zervou, Alexia Karakassis
& Marina Antsaklis.

With its dense tectonics and the overaccumulation of superimposed
constructions, this concrete ‘forest’
erases its own historical layers, its
‘roots’. A ‘broken’ and disorderly kind
of urban grid (the contemporary
foundation of Athens) is revealed, as
we gain an overview of this unplanned
city. The traditional notion of the
horizon and the qualities of locality
are diffused, as an expanding interscalar mass/maze of building
structures emerges before our eyes.

Drawing the Unplanned City

The project Drawing the Unplanned
City consists of a series of drawings
that have been made by hand. Some
of the drawings have been based on
various panoramic photos of Athens,
while others show close ups of various
buildings. Drawing is used as a
process of a spontaneous reading of
the city as well as a process of
creative visual abstraction. Enjoying
strong sunlight, the maze of the
buildings is presented through

This section offered a brief description
of my project Drawing the Unplanned
City that has been exhibited as part of
Urban Transcripts 2010. Lacking a truly
evolutionary development, the
‘growth’ of the contemporary urban
environment of Athens can be
perceived as an ad hoc expansion that
is devoid of any coherent and
consistent vision, planning protocols
and systems. Citizens and visitors
encounter an uncontrollable and
disorderly expansion of Athens, which
takes place across its vertical and
horizontal spatial axes simultaneously.
The expansion of such a concrete
‘forest’ is, in a sense, driven by ‘horror
vacui’- expressed as an aversion of
open as well as natural spaces  as

drawing the shadows that various
architectural elements such as,
windows, doors and balconies cast, so
that an interplay between what
appear to be void and solid spaces,
emerges. The drawings do not
present an idealised view of the city. A
generic and homogeneous point of
view through ignoring the existing
11

patchwork of the heterogeneous
architectures of the city, is also
avoided. The drawings highlight the
way the disorderly urban grid of
Athens has been expanding over the
years.

constantly. Certain drawings show
spaces that are normally unseen and
ignored as they lack aesthetic value,
they are parochial or simply forgotten.
Interesting contrasts and unexpected
combinations inspire a creative
exploration of various architectural
“sediments”, indirectly revealing what
we either take for granted or we do
not normally notice.
I have had the pleasure of
interviewing Yiorgos Papamanousakis
who has been the project leader for
Urban Transcripts 2010 and
responsible for its planning &
coordination. Yiorgos studied
architecture in the University of
Liverpool, Stockholm’s KTH, and in
ENSA Paris-La-Villette. Before
qualifying as an architect in France he
worked in several architecture studios
in Paris and in London. He later
undertook graduate studies on the
relationships of architectural and
urban space to society in The Bartlett,
University College London, focusing
his research on the city of Athens.
Yiorgos
currently
works

Pencil smudges and delicate
delineations form ambiguous ‘liquid’
architectures on the semitransparent, smooth and fragile
surface of the tracing paper. An
interesting contrast emerges between
the qualities of these ‘architectures’
and the materiality, weight, solidity,
rigidity, roughness and apparent
stability of the newest architectural
forms that dominate the city-scape. In
this way, the drawings invite a
rediscovery of the city; of its fragility
and futility.

independently in architecture and
urban design.

Some of the drawings show a less
distanced and abstract perspective of
the city. The city can be perceived as
unfinished scenery that changes
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Marcella Iannuzzi, who was also in a
similar work-study situation in Paris at
that time, sharing the same anxieties
about professional life and the way
companies often work in less than
democratic ways.
What we wanted to achieve was a
new way of working together, a
flexible way of working, where each
collaborator contributes as much or as
little as is their interest in the project,

Dr Eugenia Fratzeskou: I would like to
open this interview by inviting you to
introduce kollektiva.net to our
readers; its context, vision,
collaborators and activities. As I
understand, such an international
collaborative network has been an
important independent platform for
conceiving and realising projects such
as Urban Transcripts 2010.

where working in different locations
and even, countries is an advantage,
and where different backgrounds and
experiences are joined together to
achieve common aims without forcing
everyone to conform to uniform
directives. Our friends have often
joked about it being a “socialist
enterprise”, I guess we’re far from an
established company or enterprise,
but it seems that in the future they
might be proved quite right! On the
way, we were joined by Carlos Alvarez
in Paris, while Anneta Vrontoulaki in
Athens joined in at a critical time just
when the Urban Transcripts project
was about to be abandoned before it

Yiorgos Papamanousakis: The idea
behind kollektiva.net has been a
shared desire to join different talents
and skills under a common structure,
where a network of people can
flexibly collaborate in order to realise
interdisciplinary projects. It started as
an informal and rather vague
association during the end of my
studies in Paris, in 2007. At the time of
splitting my time between my
graduation diploma and my work in
professional architecture practice, the
vision for kollektiva.net was also partly
triggered by a reaction to the
established professional practice. We
developed this idea together with

had even begun! It would never have
happened without her!
Now all four live and work in different
cities, I’m in London, Marcella is in
Rome, Carlos is in Paris and Anneta is
in Athens. Urban Transcripts 2010 is
our first major project. For its
realisation we were joined by
Siddhartha Bose, Athina Stylianidi and
13

Yiorgos Papamanousakis: Well, over a
year ago and at the time we were
discussing about how we’re going to
realise this project, Athens became
suddenly a daily theme on the
international news; there were riots,
demonstrations, etc… It became a
very mediatised city, even if only
superficially. At that same time, I had
just completed my MSc research on
Athens and was fascinated by how
many underrepresented and
undervalued aspects of the city lie
behind its surface. We had to start
with a city… It could have been any
city really, but as there was a special
interest in Athens, selecting this city
gave us even more energy to engage
ourselves with this project.

Maria Tzika, while Artemis Livadarou
enthusiastically supported us in
hosting the events at the Booze
Cooperativa gallery in Athens.
Urban Transcripts 2010 è il nostro
primo grande progetto. Hanno
collaborato alla sua realizzazione
Siddhartha Bose, Athina Stylianidi e
Maria Tzikam, mentre Artemis
Livadarou ci ha aiutato
nell’organizzazione degli eventi alla
galleria Booze Cooperativa di Atene.

The theme about plan-less
development came about as a natural
response while visiting the city.
Personally, I think that Athens is quite
unique among Western cities,
because it has evolved in a relatively
unplanned way; there has been a
constant disregard of regulations,
notably during the construction boom
of the post-60s period, but this aspect
may not necessarily be considered as
something negative. For example,
despite its “unplanned” development,
Athens has achieved a great mixture
of uses in the micro-scale of the built
environment, a proximity of activities
and services in most neighbourhoods,
a lack of “dormitory suburbs”, a
coexistence of big-city vibrancy and

Dr Eugenia Fratzeskou: This year’s
Urban Transcripts project has focused
on the city of Athens and in particular,
on its ‘urban (r)evolution through
individual spontaneity in the absence
of planning’, as stated in the project
title. It would be interesting to discuss
how you have made the selection of
this year’s city, theme and how you
have structured the project. What
have been the opportunities and
challenges for setting up and realising
such an ambitious project?
14

neighbourhood life, all compared in
an exemplary way to highly “planned”
cities of a comparable scale.

and Anneta complemented each
other perfectly; while Anneta is
naturally very enthusiastic and
spontaneous, I get obsessed about

Greeks and Athenians often complain
about how awfully their cities are
planned (or not planned), but still,
there are lessons to be learned
through exploring how a bottom-up
approach in planning may offer more
advantages than top-down
approaches. In our view, it is this
unique model that Urban Transcripts
aimed to re-evaluate. There have
been challenges, of course, that they
are also addressed in the projects.

devising structures and methods of
doing things. And a good project
needs both spontaneity and planning
– a bit like a city!

Realising the project was indeed a
great challenge. To come up with the
idea was the easy bit, but to
transform this idea into a project was
the tough one! There were many
difficult moments during the
realisation of the project. The key
issue was to find the people who
would believe that this is worth doing
and had the energy and the time to
work on it. It has not been easy to
convince others for something
completely new for which, neither

Dr Eugenia Fratzeskou: In my opinion,
the projects that you have selected
from various disciplines,
complemented each other beautifully
at the exhibition in a range of
interesting ways, opening up new
modes of thinking about Athens,
urbanism and even, lifestyle. Each
project stemmed from a genuine

precedent nor previous experience
existed.

creative inquiry, high standard
professional and academic research,
deep, critical and poetic thinking.
Some of the works offer simple and
subtle but, at the same time, very
original and effective proposals to
transform the city and/or our relation
to it.

There were arguments and problems
at times, but as long as we believed
that this is worth doing, half the work
was done. For the other half, we relied
on positive thinking and good
organisation! In this I think that me
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Others present alternative ways of
researching and interpreting the city,
particularly through focusing on its
hidden dimensions that have been
rejected, taken for granted or
forgotten. In this way, unprecedented
intersections between the past,
present and future of the city and its
citizens are revealed. What is also
evident in the works is a critical
engagement with the tension
between local and global as an
implicit aspect of Athens’
transformation. Each project’s success
stemmed also from not complying
with any kind of rhetoric, stereotypes,
idealisation/escapism, cliche,
pessimism and dead-ends. Would you
like to talk about the selection criteria
and parameters for choosing the
appropriate projects for the
exhibition?

representations, or work that was in
itself a proposal for the city, and was
realised through a variety of media
including text, design, film and image.
We specifically made a point about
liberally appropriating the theme and
encouraged critical and creative work
that may even challenge it. As we
were receiving project work, we could
already see that these decisions and
this kind of open structure allowed for
an incredibly varied collection in
terms of media and creative
approaches, which was equally very
consistent and focused on a specific
theme.
At a later stage, a jury assessed all
submitted projects based on a set of
criteria, such as the relation of a
project to the theme, its ability to
communicate to a greater audience,
its creative and critical expression.
Members of the jury were actively
engaged in the fields of filmmaking,
architecture, urbanism, poetry and
performance art. Lastly, we provided
detailed feedback and comments to
every participant, and suggested how
any weaknesses could be addressed.
We were impressed that despite the
limited time available, the selected
participants had actually added to or
further improved their work following
the jury’s suggestions.

Yiorgos Papamanousakis: We are
overjoyed that this combination of
multi-disciplinary work has succeeded
to explore Athens in these ways.
Fundamental to the Urban Transcripts
project was the openness to everyone
who had the interest to produce work
for this event, regardless of
professional or academic background
or level. Equally, the formats and the
categories in which, participants were
invited to submit their work
transgressed disciplinary boundaries.

So there were actually three stages
guaranteeing the final collection: a)
the call-for-projects guidelines that

The issue for us was to collect work
that explored the city and its
16

space (Athens Spaltung, Fabiano
Micocci), highlighted how elements of
urban furniture can improve urban life
(Space-Stop, Alexia Karakassis, Marina
Antsaklis), invited us to rediscover and
interact with a “city of senses” that is
made up of a multitude of personal
observations that defy ‘universal
realities’ (Athens, the city of senses,
Maria Sfaellou), investigated how the
physical spaces of Athens are
influenced by the fictional space of
TV-series (The perception of the city
through TV-series, Angeliki Zervou).

encouraged interdisciplinarity,
creativity and critical approaches, b)
the selection process by a jury, the
members of which, have been
involved in a diverse range of related
interests and activities c) the
feedback with suggestions on how to
further improve and fine-tune the
projects selected.

The very nature of Athens as an unprogrammed and rather ‘unfinished’
city was impressively represented
through drawing, in a project
constituting an innovative drawing
methodology in its own right
(Drawing the unplanned city, Eugenia
Fratzeskou). Memories of the city’s
“time past” and its forgotten stories of
exile and refugees were poetically
evoked in a photographic narration by
Maria Michou (“Mythistorema :
Fantas(ma)tic sections”).

Dr Eugenia Fratzeskou: Could you
describe the selected projects? Could
you also expand into whether and
how the projects revealed and/or
enacted with the multiple realities of
this ever-changing city?
Yiorgos Papamanousakis: The
selected projects varied from design
proposals to methodologies of urban
analysis and from critical
representations of the city through
drawing, film, photography and even,
poetry to academic research. In
particular, certain projects proposed
original design strategies addressing
how Athens can reclaim its public

Film projects such as Urban

Fragments, Athens from a distance
(archIV+), ingeniously juxtaposed
“fragments” of our everyday
experience of this city and discursively
yet playfully challenged our very own
conventions and ways of thinking
about Athens. Also, the city’s recent
events and actual issues such as urban
alienation, violence and repression of
17

multidisciplinary dialogue, extending
it into a public one with the citizens of
Athens, with reference to the existing
conditions of the city and its
potentialities. Has this aspect been
accomplished and in what ways? Also,
has your decision to host this project
at a centrally-situated venue such as
Booze Cooperativa, facilitated such a
dialogue?

civil liberties, were critically
communicated in film (Anti-death
recipes, Vagelis Kalogerakis).
New plots and stories of the city were
created by interweaving what we
often take for granted and tend to
overlook, or do not have the energy to
join together in more than one ways,
for example in their film Evdokia
Koraki and Cathrine Blin, created a
whole new story of Athens through
spontaneous graffiti messages on the
city’s walls (Walls Speak). It’s really
about how cities are made in the end,
how many individual and spontaneous
acts that together, form something

Yiorgos Papamanousakis: We think it
has! The Urban Transcripts 2010
exhibition combined film, drawing,
design, interactive and installation
work, photography, academic
research and even poetry; we could
not have hoped for a wider variety of
media. Although the projects shared a
common object of inquiry, they were
realised in a variety of different media,
and even the ways through which, the
participants appropriated the theme,
were different too. So the projects
seemed to really ‘talk’ to each other,
for example the research project on
how the city is perceived through TVseries seemed like the natural
companion to the film projects, the
proposed urban strategy was
complemented by the proposal for a
new type of bench for Athens… More
than being a collection of different
approaches sharing a common theme,
the projects contextualised,
investigated, questioned and
complimented each other.

much greater and much more
complex than any one is alone. There
are plans for an online exhibition of
the selected projects, as two weeks in
Athens was too short!

Dr Eugenia Fratzeskou: I believe that
one of the most fascinating objectives
and challenges of Urban Transcripts
2010 has been to establish a

Such a multi-media communication
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facilitated and encouraged interaction
with the public. We were initially very
nervous about how visitors who were
completely out of what for us had
been so well known for the last six
months, would respond. So we were
greatly satisfied and happy when both
at the opening and during the
project-presentations we actually got
people talking so positively about it!
And of course, the projectpresentations session at Booze
offered an ideal opportunity for the
participants and the public to discuss
and exchange ideas. I believe that
Urban Transcripts 2010 has succeeded
in getting together a group of
talented and enthusiastic people and I
am sure there will be future
collaborations coming out of this!

would you describe and evaluate the
contribution of Urban Transcripts 2010
to those fields and to the wider
cultural and socio-political context
locally and internationally?
Yiorgos Papamanousakis: What is
really unique about Urban Transcripts
as an emerging “institution” is that it is
a) combining a wide variety of media,
approaches and fields ranging from
art to architecture and urbanism to
research work b) focusing on a
specific city and on an actual urban
problematic and c) welcoming project
submissions from anyone interested
to participate. So, each year the only
“constant” is the city, the urban
problem. Once a specific urban
problematic, a theme, is defined, it
can be explored by anyone through a
variety of methods and mediums. In
this way, Urban Transcripts aims to
bring together art and creative media
projects, architectural and urban
design proposals, as well as theory
and research work.
It is a bit like trying to contextualise a
problem through art, analyse it
through theory and research, and
solve it through design proposals! I
like to think of it as a tool that
explores cities, a city-narrator

Dr Eugenia Fratzeskou: As a
conclusion, how would you situate
this project in relation to the wider
international context of contemporary
art, architecture and the related
disciplines? Most importantly, how

Beyond that, Urban Transcripts aims
to contribute to the wider agenda of
urban development and regeneration,
eventually establishing partnerships
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of Rome. It is early days to speak in
detail, yet the structure and the main
principles will be the same as for this
year’s event: exploring a specific
urban problematic, soliciting projects
through an open and public call,
encouraging multidisciplinary work in
the arts, creative media, architectural
and urban design, research and
theory. We are actually in the initial
planning and research phase.

and collaborations that can contribute
to the improvement of our cities and
our life in them.

Urban Transcripts 2011 will be
launched officially in spring,
interested participants can subscribe
to our e-mail list through our website
at urbantranscripts.org.

Dr Eugenia Fratzeskou: Moving
forward… your next Urban Transcripts
project is titled ‘Rome 2011′. I am sure
our readers would be very keen to be
introduced to this project; its aims,
rationale, etc.

http://kollektiva.net/
http://www.urbantranscripts.org>
http://news.urbantranscripts.org/#h
ome

Yiorgos Papamanousakis: We are
looking forward to expand our
experience in the Urban Transcripts
2011 project that will focus on the city

http://www.boozecooperativa.com/?
lang=gr&l=3
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Realities: United Featuring. Light As Gazes
Conveyor
Silvia Bianchi

carrier and find out more about how
the collective has contributed to the
current survey of Media Architecture.
Many of the architectural works
designed by Jan and Tim come from a
continuous search for new solutions
to the embedding of video displays as
an integrated part of buildings and
more in general they come from a
continuous investigation on the

Realities: United is a Berlin based
studio founded in 2000 by brothers
Jan and Tim Edler, dealing with the
contiunuous experimentation of the
ephemeral boundaries between
digital art and architecture. The
studio, by now very renowned, has
received in the last few years lots of
international recognitions for the
design and production of some
architectural works and artistic
projects, a lot of which are part of art
centers collections of worldwide
importance such as Moma and the
Vitra Design Museum in Weil am Reid.

possibilities of improvement of the
buildings communication skills.

The media architecure is a kind of
specific urban computing which
consists in the integration of one or
more projection surfaces into the
facades of a building: the
constructions surrounding Times

We use the occasion of the recent
publication of their first monograph
“realities:united featuring“, edited by
the critic and art curator Florian
Heilmeyer and published by Ruby
Press, to retrace United: Realities‘s
21

Square in New York and Hachiko
Square in Tokio are some of the
archetypal examples of media
facades, something dangerously
comparable to the idea of a modified
television moved to a public space.
Instead it’s about a new possibility of
working in a very specific way, of
using various knowledges coming
from architecture and embedding
them in the design. In this perspective
the architects’ role is to reconsider the
physical structure and how it could be
modifyed to adapt to this format.

which changes the building’s surface
into a low-resolution over dimensional
screen capable of projecting simple
sequences of beating images and text
flows.
Spots

In 2005 it was
turn, (active untill
2007) maybe the most famous among
the Studio’s Works, which
distinguishes itself for being the
largest media facade ever installed in
Europe up to today and for being
installed in a square of incomparabile
historic and political importance, the
Postdamer Platz in Berlin. The
construction of the screen was
accomplished through the installation
of a huge low resolution illumination
grid bewteen the actual facade and
the crystal facade which covered the
building; this matrix made up of
fluorescent tubes was elected to
implement the structure already
present rather than to transform the
structure into a media installation. In
this case aswell, Realities: United has
worked on the pre-existing building
through what is architecturally
defined as a peeling operation, an
intervention which is restricted to the
treatement of the external surface of
the building and to its predisposition
to the installation of LEDs on the
facade.

United Realities has found throughout
the years, a series of excellent
answers to the urban problems posed
by the installation of the conventional
media facade, proposing innovative
solutions able to merge together the
screen and the projected
infrastructure, keeping intact the preexsitent structure during daytime and
making it something new during
night-time. This kind of intervention
on buildings, which modifies the look
of the facade redifying its connection
with pre-exsiting architectural
stratifications and with the urban
space, makes it possible to modify
difficult urban situations through an
apparently purely aesthetic strategy.
The first great work designed by Jan
and Tim in 2003 was BIX, a membrane
comprised of 930 40 Watt fluorescent
circolar tubes integrated in the
external gap of Graz’s Kunst Hause,
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name given by the german studio to
the facade designed for the building
complex “ILUMA” in Syngapore. It
combines aspect of a conventional
facade with the ones of a luminous
installation. Crystal Mesh is a shell
which covers the frontal part of the
building, while the constructionphysical functions are carried out by
another exterior structure placed on
the back of the facade. The project is
made up with a tassellated pattern
made of 3.000 modules of
polycarbonate covering a facade area
of more than 5.000 m2. About 1.9000
of these modules contain a regular
matrix of compact fluorescent light
tubes forming “active” patches within
the facade. At night the light matrix
superimposes the idiosyncratic
physical structure of the white and
crystalline daytime facade.

Just like the other interventions
designed by the collective, the
architectural object was inserted into
an urban space “in mutation”, a part of
the city which after the wrecking and
an extended neglect period was
transformed, by the Piano/Jahn
project, into a commercial and tourist
zone active only during night-time.
Through the creation of Spots
Postdamer, the square was turned for
two years into a space of aggregation
and experimentation during night
hours. The intervention turned the
building into an installation and
thanks to the lighting system the
building acquired the identity of the
most luminous object of the square,
activating this district.

The irregular arrangement of these
patches  dividing the facade into
areas with different “resolutions” and
intensity  does not create a large
homogeneous screen in front of the
building, but it amplifies its
communication skill, constituting the
essential ingredient of its architecture.
As a whole it doesn’t look as a high
resolution monitor because
sometimes the active light elements
are distributed across the surface
sometimes at small, sometimes at
large intervals. The changeability of
the nocturne and daytime appereance
has been studyed the same way.

The Urban Entertainment Center
ILUMA in Syngapore and the new
Contemporary Art Center C4 in
Cordoba, the latest project of the
studio still in the works, are two more
examples of critical spacial situations
solved through the installation of a
media facade. Crystal Mesh is the
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Bugism neighborhood, is a building
complex dedicated to entertainment
designed to attract a wide spectrum
of society, both local and foreign, with
the aim to create at the same time a
state of the art through the
introduction of an only object.

During daytime, infact, the facade
sends light “signals”, aswell: the
reflections of sunlight on the
polycarbonate crystals

The winning project for the Espacio
de Creacion Artistica Contemporanea,
located in the Parque de Miraflores in
Córdoba, conceived by the Studio
Nieto Sobejano Architecs in Madrid,
initially suggested the installation of a
low resolution facade into the part of
the building facing the Guadalquivir
river; later, the studio commissioned
from United: Realities the creation
and design of this media skin. The
future Center of Contemporary Art in
Cordoba was supposed to connect
the historic center to the Congress
Centre Building by Rem Koolhaas
reassessing the river zone and at the
same time this new part of the city;
for this reason the architects in charge
decided to develop a building on an
horizontal axis and to give it a
rectangular and streched shape.

So, the facade is able to change the
character of the building’s skin, giving
a dynamic expression to the whole
structure and performs at the same
time a signalling function. It emerges
from this description how the esthetic
strategy used by the building is similar
to the one used for the Postdamer
Platz, one more time the values of
dynamism and modernity are carryed
out by an innovative use of the light.
What is important to higlight is that
the facade was installed into the

The installation of the facade
following the horizontal shape of the
building plays with the importance of
a lateral view, which shows through
the light opening on the city at 180°.
The starting point for the formal
developement of the facade was
retraced in the significant building’s
structure, whose surface is decorated

Urban Development Center to turn
the above-mentioned zone of
Syngapore, up to that moment used
with commercial aims and so up and
running during daytime, into a point
of aggregation and of nightlife
promotion.
The ILUMA center, located in the
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with a tiled pattern of concave
polygonal shapes. The GRC surface (a
cement reinforced with fiber glass)
shows a system of uneven alveolus of
different density and sizes.These
small basins are individually enlighten
so that they became pixels of this big
screen, each one of these cavities
seems to be unique in shape and size
and also their arrangement acquires
an irregular appereance.

large scale system, based on
fluorescent lights, allows a 20 frames
per second image rate. The surface
concavity directs the light reflection
to the horizontal direction and limits
the luminous pollution and the energy
consumption.
So, what is evident as basic
characteristic of the works of this
collective, is how light is an attention
conveyor and is used as gazes
conveyor. The intervention of United :
Realities is never aimed only to the
building, or to the adjoining square,
but to the alteration and
resemantization of the whole urban
system. In the firt case described in
this analysis, it was about the heart of
Graz city. In the second case, about a
building located in the new
economic-financial center of Berlin,
vacant for years, which was
advertised to became the new place

Only the distribution density stays
considerable, ensuring an image
flawless in the general vision.
Moreover, the pannels conteining the
cavities are of three different sizes, in
connection with the whole size and
with the number of holes digged into
their surface. As it happens in the
retina, these components allow the
definition of areas of different density
and sensitivity on the facade.
Technically, every cavity is
enlightened by an undirect light
source (compact fluorecent bulbs),
which turn on the back side of the
cavity and the lateral surface. The

of interest and a transit place. In the
case of Syngapore then, the effort
was to alter its old city look creating a
new district dedicated to the nighlife.
In the end, in the case od the city of
Cordoba, it was about turning the
New Center for visual Arts into a new
connection between the New and Old
city.
The facade intervenes in the space,
through an artificial lighting system it
redefines the day and the night. And
the building finds a new life.
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ealitiesunited
http://www.realities-united.de/

http://www.ruby-press.com/books/r

Ulrich Vogl. Harmony And Worlds In Balance
Silvia Scaravaggi

O.T. (2010) is a beautiful, intimate
opera, a rhythm-inspired technology
in the composition of slide projectors
(different to each other) that set up a
night view of the city, which the artist
is going to describe in the interview
that follows, as a world in equilibrium.
This quest for harmony, compensation
point of convergence between nature
and science, is disseminated in Vogl’s
artistic research, like a light that
indicates what may be the thin line
between conflict and harmony, prose
and poetry, reality and imagination.

Ulrich Vogl (Kaufbeuren, 1973) grew
up in southern Germany. He studied in
Monaco, Berlin and at the School of
Visual Arts in New York. He says he
inherited his artistic streak from his
grandfather, who was a researcher
and inventor. This familiar and
romantic world belongs to Ulrich Vogl
as to his works, which are a mix of
invention and idyllic evocation,
purified by clear and defined forms,
minimal colour choices that simper
away every affectation and confers
the work a concise and intriguing
aspect.

He prefers these last categories, that
analyzes and provides in detail,
variations, traces of which the works
are scattered: the tiny holes that go
beyond a tin foil create an
atmosphere, a landscape, a night
vision in O.T., in Fernrohr ( 2009), and
in Meer (2009) are transformed in the
infinite space of the kaleidoscope and
the sea sight. The ability to imagine is
the quality that inspires Vogl to
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illuminate a concrete block with the
light of a projector in Observatorium

culture in large cities are the pillars of
my research. I like to combine these
worlds. Everybody knows how
beautiful a sunset can be. At the same
time a picture of it is most likely to
turn out kitschy and meaningless. I
like to recreate those phenomena and
take them seriously – they are not
kitsch in themselves – they are part of
us.

(2010), to create a starry sky with a
crescent moon.
So he, again, combines technological
and branches or plants to create
shadows of another reality in Pool
(2010) and generates islands and
clouds from tin and sugar in Of Islands
and Clouds (2008). This presence of

What I do is to create them through
things that surround us every day. It is
important to show how the artwork
that recreates, e.g. the sunset in the
gallery is made at the same time
gives space for the mystery that
surrounds us. The balance between
the object and the phenomena that
they produce is important.

lirism should not deceive us, since the
artist does not expect to reach poetry
and emotion only, but also a balance
of the worlds that echo in nature,
humanity, technique and technology.

Silvia Scaravaggi: In Italy you did a
Residence at Viafarini (Milan, 2008)
with an exhibition with Benjamin
Greber (2008) and a solo show in
Rovereto (watching the stars, Paolo
Maria Deanesi Gallery, 2009). How
have been these experiences like?

I talk directly with Ulrich Vogl, in the
interview that follows, about balance,
convergence and the reasons that
inspired the research and
development of his works.

Ulrich Vogl: They have been great
experiences. I especially enjoyed the
time at Viafarini. It is a good place,
with many interesting people
connected to it. It seems to me that
there are not so many places like this
in Italy  like a Kunsthalle or
Kunstverein. But they are important –
for the dialogue with the audience as
well as the laboratory for artists. That

Silvia Scaravaggi: Which themes and
poetics are at the basis of your
creative research?
Ulrich Vogl: Atmospheres and natural
phenomena as well as everyday
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is different from a museum or a
commercial gallery.

sound. It is almost a romantic scenery
– but there is the line of projectors
between the image and the viewer.
The ventilation sound that could be
quite annoying turns into something
soothing. The piece draws you in like a
film – but unlike a film it always keeps
you very aware of what it is, since the
“making of” is always part of the
piece. In an exhibition this sort of
equilibrium between film and a
sculpture is what I am looking for.
Silvia Scaravaggi: Light has a main
role in your artworks. Why? How do
you work with it?

Silvia Scaravaggi: I would like to
choose one of your recent and very
fascinating work: O.T. (2010). Could
you explain to me how is it made and
what is it about?

Ulrich Vogl: Light has something of a
performance characteristic. It can be
turned on and off – the show has a
beginning and an end. It is so much
and at the same time so little. It is
very present but also very ephemeral.
I like that. I also like that light draws
people in. I want to “get” people who
often do not bother to look at art.

Ulrich Vogl: There are 14 slide
projectors that are standing next to
each other. Each one has a slide with
a piece of ordinary tin foil in it, in
which I made holes with a small
needle. The light goes through the
holes and hits the wall. What appears
is a kind of cityscape, like standing on
a hill in Rome and looking over the
city – or flying onto Los Angeles. Even
though all the projectors use the same
type of lamp – the light colour that
hits the wall differs from heachine to
machine – from very white to quite
yellow.

Silvia Scaravaggi: And what about
shadows? Which role do they play in
your artworks and how they
communicate with the audience?
Ulrich Vogl: I use shadow in different
Fenster/ Window
Pool
ways. In
or in
,
the shadow does the drawing. I put
tape on a mirror and the missing light
of the reflection becomes the positive
image. There are also plants or
branches involved in the pieces. They

Very similar to the different kind of
lights in a city. The ventilation of all
the projectors together produce a
permanent but somehow distanced
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basic component of your practice.
What does Extension of Drawing

move with the wind, so that the
shadow-image keeps permanently
changing. It resembles something
that we experience in our everyday
life: The sun hits through a window
and performs a little shadow play on
the wall.

mean?
Ulrich Vogl: When I started my
practice, drawing was still seen by
many people as a “serving practice”,
meaning that it was not a “full”

Like in a shadow theatre. In a way it is
an archaic way of film. In Fenster and
Pool the phenomena is artificially
produced. And again the “making of”
is present. It speaks of illusions and
disillusions at the same time. In
Limelight I use the shadow so that the
viewer becomes part of the piece.
Three round mirrors are on the floor –
on two of them is a cut-out image of a
microphone. A third microphone is
directly drawn on the wall. This
microphone casts two “real” shadows
through the reflection of the mirrors.
As soon as the viewer gets closer, the
viewer’s shadow appears on the wall.
Her or his shadow can even sing into
this microphone image. They become
part of the piece.

medium in itself but more a
preparation medium in order to create
a final artwork of painting, sculpture,
film etc. That vision highly
underestimated the potential of
drawing. The way I draw has little to
do with taking a paper and a pencil. It
is about pushing the medium into
space, movement, different materials
etc. One could ask: what is still
“drawing” about? I think my vision of
drawing comes from its basic direct
simplicity and the formula “line versus
surface”. Extension of Drawing
underlines the claim of drawing to be
considered as a full medium as well as
the experimental character of it.
Silvia Scaravaggi: You have also
worked with animation film, isn’t it?
Why did you choose this language?
Ulrich Vogl: I never liked the static
character of drawings and I am
interested in time and light. In
combination with drawing, the step to
an animation film was very close. But
after some films, I realized that “only
light” coming out of a projector was
not enough for me. I realized that I
was interested in the physical

Silvia Scaravaggi:Draqing is also a
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presence of real materials as part of
my art. And I desired to have the
possibility of real physical interaction
of the viewer with the piece – which is
hard to do in films.

to us – at the same time they are
leftovers. They were part of a world
where most things were still
produced and consumed in the same
country. They were there before
“Made in China”. They belong to
another time. They are nostalgic

So I stopped making animation films.
In addition, I am not a very patient
person – and it is hard for me to sit
through a non-narrative film. I want to
know immediately if I am really
interested in a piece or not. Even
though I am not making films
anymore, I am trying to integrate the
qualities I appreciate in them and
convey them into my present work.

things to us – and rubbish at the same
time.
Each one has its own story – like
sitting through the 300 boring
pictures of the boring vacation of the
boring neighbours. I like all of that. I
do not want to tell people what to
think – or where their thoughts should
go – but I am happy when art makes
the thoughts wander in many
directions. Objects like slide
projectors can help to do that. Of
course I also like the sculptural quality
of them – and so for the cityscape O.T.
I did gather different ones, so that
they almost formed a skyline by
themselves.
Silvia Scaravaggi: In some of your
artworks [Radioskop I (2009),
Teleskop I-IX (2009), Mikrophon
(2008), Kronleuchter II (2007)] it

Silvia Scaravaggi: Slide projectors
often appear in your recent works
[(O.T., Strich (2010), Fenster-Berlin
(2010),Kubus-Dia (2010)], do they
mean something special? Are they
always different to each other, is this
important as well?

seems you are pointing at symbolic
objects. Is it so?
Ulrich Vogl: That is right. Take the
chandelier for example. It is a symbol
of wealth and splendour, a little bit
out of date, tacky in a cheap version
or too obviously used as a status

Ulrich Vogl: Slide projectors once
were part of our daily lives and they
are not anymore. So while they are
something very personal and familiar

symbol yet beautiful and magnificent
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when put into the right place. I play
with it creating the image of a
chandelier by scratching into a black
pane of glass. From a distance the
piece looks like this magnificent
drawing, blinking and shining. As we
get close, it is more like an amateur
scribbling into the hard surface of the
paint.
Silvia Scaravaggi: Is the imagination
more important than the object?
Ulrich Vogl: Definitly YES!

http://www.ulrich-vogl.de

Costellations And Fragments. The Sound By
Stephan Mathieu
Pia Bolognesi

Every element, it doesn’t matter
where it comes from, can be useful to
create new combinations. [...]
Everything can be useful. It is
needless to say that you can not only
correct a work or integrate different
fragments of old works into a new
one; but you can also alter the sense
of these fragments and modify to
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your liking what stupid people persist
in defyining quotations - Guy Debord
[1]
Recently reading again the essay by
Nicolas Bourriaud, Post Production.
The culture comme scénario:
comment l’art reprogramme le monde
contemporain, I have found this
excerpt of Mode d’emploi du
détournement by Guy Debord, which
to the detriment of his fiftyfive years 
the text was published back in ’56 
picks an extremely contemporary
aspect of the artistic practise.

Often this practice was associated
with the simple sampling, combining
the author’s role to the dj’s or
producer’s one, for sure basic figures
of contemporary culture, who
however act in a rather different way,
not to say antithetic, compared to the
sound artist, semplyfying a lot the
process which from the sampling
stage takes to the original
composition, opting instead for
keeping active a sort of quotations
process played on new combinations
(often we are inclined to leave
recongnisable the fragment itself to
give more enphasis to the discards,
within the inedited system in which it
is focused on or inserted).

The use of already existing elements,
drawed from extremely varied
contexts and the related process of
intervention and creation of original
works. If for visual arts broadly
speaking, starting from the more ludic
aspect of avanguards reaching the
ready-made, the pop art and
contemporary experiences, there
already have been a high cultural
aximilation which metabolized these
techniques and gained the right key
to the reading, as far as sound art is
concerned there is still something to

The distinction drawn by Debord
between sampling and alteration of
the meaning, makes you think instead
about those works which structurally
conseal the referent (not for omission,
but for installation) and build an
autonomous process with already
existing elements (fragments or
entire), which for quality and

clarify
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Compared to artists such as Mark
Rothko, Barnett Newman e Ellsworth
Kelly, Stephan Mathieu’s essential
aesthetics strikes for its dynamism
and the unquestioned emotional
impact, works such as Virginals and
Radioland published by the italian Die
Schachtel and considered by critics
one of the best works of 2008, though
relatively recent, are by now rooted in
the listener’s contemporary
electroacoustic background .

stratificatioon of the work became
part of it, not simply changing their
meaning, but formally acquiring a new
content.
The last two works by the german
sound artist Stephan Mathieu  A
Static Place and Remain  follow
instead this latest process. For both of
them, Mathieu made use of published
compositions of heterogeneous
nature: a collection of 78 rpm vinyls of
some of the first audio recordings
dating back to the 20′s and the score

Mathieu, on the music scene since the
early 90′s, other than many
compositions to listen to and
excellent collaborations  Kit Clayton,
Akira Rabelais, Douglas Benford,
Taylor Deupree, John Hudak and
many more  dedicated a large part of
his practice to the live and visual
experience, in which the more
intimate dimension of acousticmechanical devices moves from the
concentration of the isolated sound
fragment towards complex
performative structures, with a strong
architectural matrix.

of an installation by Janek Schaefer,
Extended Play. Mathieu is not new to
reprocessing, tecnique used since a
long time to create set ups with
instruments and analogical devices
connected to hardwares working in
real time, but in the last few years his
passion for the first discographic
recordings, the old instruments, the
environmental sounds and the
obsolete communication devices, has
taken him to experiment new
solutions also concerning
contemporary compositions.

Just to mention the most recent
works, the 25th Music Biennale
Zagreb commissioned to Mathieu
Process, adaptation of the book The
Trial by Franza Kafka and of The Trial
by Orson Welles, transformed into real
time binary code; and in 2010 the
Sonar Festival in Barcelona produced
three new shows for Constellations at
the Planetarium of the Science
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released almost simultaneously from

Museum CosmoCaixa, dedicated to
the iberian composer of the
Renaissance Antonio de Cabezón, in
occasion of the 50th anniversary of his
birth, celebrated last year. As far as
the visual part in conserned, which
accompanied Stephan Mathieu,
Mikalef and the harpsichordist Carles
Budo Costa’s performance, a system
of optical lenses assembled with
mirrors and colored filters was
constructed, enhanced by a spectral
bulb system predisposed to create a
play on reflections during the
projection on the planetarium’s
cupola.

each other. Are these two side
projects that arise from a common
sound research or in your artistic
practice you feel the need to work in
parallel on several projects?
Stephan Mathieu: I’m used to work on
several projects at the same time, its
very much in my nature, so if I need a
break with one specific theme, there
is most likely another one I can keep
up with. This way, focusing on
different things, other than not still, I
can find new interesting solutions
The material for A Static Place and
Remain was created during one week

During the 2011 with three records just
released – Remain, A Static Place, To
Describe George Washington Bridge 
Mathieu’s activities has been focusing
on a new cicle of concerts for the by
now classic Radioland, an on some
unreleased productions which will
flow into the extension of Virginals.

in 2008. Back then I was looking into
further possibilities for a live system I
had been using for a year to process
records from my collection of early
78s, playing selected records on two
mechanical-acoustic gramophones to
send them to my computer to be
transformed in realtime.
The basic processes involved are the
same I had already used for
Radioland
, with the gramophone
setup which I had already created the
Transcriptions
material for
with, a
collaboration with Taylor Deupree. My
digital tools have hardly changed
since a decade, I like to work with
things I know and rather refine them
with the years, get to know them
better. The processes I’m applying to
audio are dealing in the first place

Pia Bolognesi: We can start talking
about your latest projects: Remain, on
Line, and A Static Place, for 12k,
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date.

with the merging of different acoustic
spaces in order to create a new,
imaginairy space inhabited by the
initial audio information which the
project starts from. What is changing
though are the input devices I use. I’m
after an essence of sound, of the
material or instruments I’m working
with.

Pia Bolognesi: As far as the
differences between these two
projects are concerned, for Remain
you used original material from the
installation Extended Play of Janek
Schaefer, reprocessing the sound
through different devices (entropic
set-up, spectral analysis and
convolution processes) built on a
dinamic and introspective vision. Can
you tell us how did you work to the
structure of Remain and how did you
reprocess again the sound of
Schaefer’s installation?
Stephan Mathieu: Apart from being a
beautiful project for someone who
loves music like me, Extended Play
also gave me the opportunity to start
working with my 78s. Rather
accidentally I turned it into a
personalised at-home installation,
having up to four copies running in a
loop in the house from various
sources spread across three floors,
creating a constantly changing
version of Janek’s piece, reflecting his
original concept of random
recombination of a score for piano,
violin and cello scattered in fragments
across nine vinyl records.

Pia Bolognesi: Do you think there is a
correlation between the artistic
production of Schaefer and the strong
architectural dimension of your setup?
Stephan Mathieu: While things started
to take shape with my gramophone
system, I received Janek Schaefer’s
Extended Play CD. Janek and I are
friends and during that period we
exchanged thoughts and feedback
regading each other’s projects. So
while I was already familiar with the
concept for the Extended Play
installation, actually hearing the
recordings for the first time
immediately striked me as his
strongest, most touching work to

I made two long room recordings of
this mix by setting up microphones in
different locations in the house and
then started reworking them using
digital signal processing as well as a
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Stephan Mathieu: This is a result of
the process described which is about
space and duration, a flow. I look at
Remain rather as an audio ‘state’ than
ambient music.

classic arrangement for audio
entropy, which means ‘spaceprocessing’ the sound by playing it
back into your room, re-recording it
from there, playing back the new
recording, recording it again and so
on, until all that is left is a glistening

Pia Bolognesi: Coming back to A
Static Place, for this project you
rework a selection of 78RPM records
from 1928-1932 of music from the late
Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque
period. How did you work on
processing the original supports and
what is the preparatory process for
this specific kind of intervention?

tonal band, filtered by your own
space’s dimensions.

Convolution [2] does something
similar, but here things happen in an
abstract digital space using complex
algorithms. Although all this might
sound very technical in the first place,
to me it is quite a poetic way of
working with sound. I also like the fact
that these are both processes I can
initiate but not fully control myself.
Instead I feed audio into an
autopoietic system.

Stephan Mathieu: The process for A
Static Place is very similar to the one
for Remain, while convolution is more
prominent in the 12k material. The two
room recordings I used for Remain are
replaced by selected records which
are played back simultaneously from
two mechanical-acoustic
gramophones from the late 1920s,
then they are picked up from the
gramophone’s horns by microphones
to be sent to the computer. Again
both input sources are transfigured
into a hybrid audio form that carries
informaton of the tonal spectrum,
dynamics, movements from the initial
material.

Pia Bolognesi: Another interesting
Remain
aspect of
is the choice to
develop the sound in one 60 min non

Pia Bolognesi: As sound artist and
collector your work on pre-existent
material is a very strong challenge
between the respect of the originals
and the creative determination to

stop flow, in a long ambient-drone
saturated of small variations and
nuances…
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make a new work exploiting the
potential areas of intervention that
combinations of sounds can afford. In
addition there is a very strong
component which is found in A Static
Place, a suspension of temporality
that updates the composition and
makes it timeless. What do you think
about these aspects?
Stephan Mathieu: After I started
making music with computers I soon
reworked several pieces by friends, a
collection that became the Full Swing
Edits series, 10 tracks of highly
abstracted versions of the originals. I
was looking for something I thought
of as a personal essence of the
material, something that holds the
artists working methods, their specific
sound, trying to create an audio
portrait of them. It’s the same I’m
doing today whenever I’m working
with material by others, they are
always present while I’m at it. The
aspect of suspended time might
come from the places where I find this
essence, from spaces within the tonal
spectrum.

Pia Bolognesi:During the past years
you have collaborated with
contemporary composers and artists:
Taylor Deupree, Akira Rabelais, Janek
Schaefer, Piotr Kurek, John Hudak,
Claudio Sinatti and Caro Mikalef.
Though they are very different
projects all your works denote a
formal canon, a painstaking search for
every individual sound in harmony
with the different personalities you
work with. I refer to elective affinities
with Taylor Deupree and Akira
Rabelais, but also to Constellations
with Caro Mikalef. As far as Virginals is
concerned, how did you develop the
project?
Stephan Mathieu: Virginals connects
several points of interests for me,
there’s my love for old music
instruments, the ‘spirit’ within certain
instruments and equipment, historical
media and their use in the context of
composing contemporary music, but
also the act of interpretation of a
written score.
I only really discovered classical music
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negative way.

for myself as a listener once I
developed a sense for the different
ways of playing it. I’m partiicularly
touched by those who are able to play
it in a unique and personal way.Then, I
wanted to know more about the
background of the compositions I like
the most: what the context was back
then, the composers’ and performers’
circumstances,
politically,
philosophically, scientifically, what
their attitude was, which intruments
were available, how they were made,
how loud they were, what kind of
ensemble was available at a certain
royal court during a certain period,
was there something like a vibrato in
late Renaissance singing and so forth.

At the same time I got interested in
the “History of sound recording”,
started collecting gramophones and
specific records from around 1900 to
1930, the times before or during the
dawn of electronical equipment like
microphones or loudspeakers. While
back then most classical music was
performed in an ‘updated’, modern
fashion, there are also some very few
recordings from the first movement of
a historically informed performances
practice from this period, where
instruments like the lute, viols, a
clavichord were recorded for the very
first time, played by people who cared
about historical tunings, authentic
instruments and all. Those recordings
in many aspects opened a window
with a wide view to me.

I did a lot of reading, a lot of listening
to all kinds of recordings and
renditions. In the end I found several
favourites, discoverd a lot of ‘new’
music, and obviously erased also a
proper part of the pop knowledge I
had, mainly because it wasn’t just
early music I was learning about, but
also street gospel, hillbilly, hawaiian
guitar duets. So, while some years ago
I could tell you the exact duration of
Queens We are the Champions , I’m
not sure anymore right now. Instead I
can tell you on which day Blind Willie
Johnson has recorded Dark was the
night, cold was the ground now. A real
data overflow. Apart from that I
learned a lot about what
interpretation means and how it can
affect a composition, in a positive or

An important figure in the revival of
early music is Arnold Dolmetsch, a
frenchman who moved to England
and started researching early music in
the 1880s, a time when everything
older than 100 years was considered
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primitive, early attempts in music

and I began working on a series of
special versions, personal
interpretations of some of my
favourite pieces by composers I
admire, starting with Alvin Lucier and
Phill Niblock whose pieces I
transcribed for the Virginals, adding a
version of Francisco López‘ Untitled
’92 played with four gramophones and
after a while I was able to present an
evening of contemporary music in a
classical recital style.

making. Dolmetsch started
reconstructing long lost instruments,
researched scores, performance
practices, tunings from the
Renaissance and early Baroque,
started teaching, first his family
members, then people who heard
about him.
Actually his story would be a fantastic
plot for David Lynch, wish he would
read his life, a very fascinating
character to say the least. Anyway,
Dolmetsch himself and his family
made a handful of recordings for
Columbia between 1929 and ’32, so his
name was on my eBay search list and I
managed to hunt down most of them

Next I extended the instruments by
adding a vintage 6-channel
loudspeaker system which turned out
to be the perfect amplification for
them. Also it enabled me to set
everything up as an arrangement of
‘characters’ where the audience can
walk within instead of being seated.
So the whole set became an organism
that involves, reacts and actually relies
strongly on the performance space
and the audience as active players.
People are free to move in the space,
experience the sound sources from
different positions, move closer to the
sound they like the most and the
acoustic spacial reflections come alive
in a very special way.

Then one day one of his instruments,
an Octave Virginal, sort of a small athome harpsichord built in his
workshop in 1952 popped up there
and I managed to acquire it at a fair
price.

In the meantime I added two
electronic organs to the ensemble and
since a while I’m in touch with
composers who are writing new
works for it. So I’m quite exited to
collaborate with Tashi Wada on a
composition for Virginals right now,

With the instruments’ arrival again
several things fell into place for me
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the piece will be premiered in a 14th

electronic or electroacoustic music is
the quality of reproduction of the
audio, a good loudspeaker system.
Apart from my own system used for
the Virginals project whenever it is
possible to travel with all the stuff, I
found out that my music often works
better with a rock backline, guitar and
bass amplifiers, than with a classic PA,
especially if the PA has more of a
medium quality[3]. I like to work with
equipment that has character, it helps
to carry the music. In general I try to
avoid a frontal stereo situation for
performances and go
surround/multichannel whenever
possible.

century monastry in the center of
Paris early in June.

Pia Bolognesi: In your live projects
there is a strong relationship between
sound, visual and performance. What
is the dimension that characterizes
your live work differently from the
process of creating for your records?
And how can the spazialization of
sound in a visual experience influence
the final result?

Speaking of visual aspects, I started to
develop concepts that go along with
the mechanical approach which
currently has a strong focus in my
work. While I don’t believe that music
necessarily needs a visual aspect, I
had two invitations to create
audiovisual pieces during the last 2
years. I wrote Process, a piece loosely
based on Franz Kafka/Orson Welles’
The Trial which is performed with four
gramophones, the virginals [4] and
two 16mm projectors connected by a
long black and white loop containing
Kafka’s piece and Welles’images in
binairy code.

Stephan Mathieu: Basically, the music
making live is very similar to what I do
at home since the same tools and
instruments are involved. Some
projects are more rough in a live
context, especially the computer
pieces which are based on realtime
processes, without any preconcieved
material. Then I started a while ago to
present some more or less open
compositions like Constellations,
Process or Virginals which are in a way

As well as Constellations, a
collaboration with Buenos Aires based
visual artist Caro Mikalef
commissioned by Sonar Festival in

more safe to play.
What matters most for me with
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Barcelona, which turned out to
become a dedication to Renaissance
composer Antonio de Cabézon,
performed by the two of us playing
the virginals with seven
electromagnets while a large custom
made device with optical lenses and
colour filters throws spectral light into
the space. I like to see what’s in there,
where it leads me, what a
performance can be.

(http://www.musiquesnouvelles.com
),a contemporary music ensemble
from Belgium, has invited me to
create two compositions with them,
in July I will meet for a week with
Ensemble 0 (0sound.tumblr.com), an
open group with Stéphane Garin,
Sylvain Cauveau and Joel Merah at its
core, to create a site specific piece.
Also my dream of putting together an
ensemble of early music players finally
seems to come true, Caro Mikalef and
I are about to finish a new version of
the Process piece that we want to
present later this Fall, and since a
while Z’ev and I are discussing a rather
chambermusical piece with each
other.
While these are mainly live projects,
there are also some home listening
productions in progress, a CD with a
soundtrack I wrote for a stage
adaptation of Gustave Flaubert’s novel
Un Coeur Simple is nearly finished,
recording parts of Virginals right now,
collaborations with Sylvain Chauveau
and Christoph Heemann are slowly
taking shape.

Pia Bolognesi: In conclusion, this is a
very intense period for you, you have
just released two records and you’ll be
in Paris, Spain and Buenos Aires with
two others different audiovisual live
projects Radioland and Costellations,
and we hope to have the possibility to
see again Virginal in the next months.
Can you tell us which are your
projects and appointments in the
future?
Stephan Mathieu: Apart from the new
pieces in progress for Virginals, there
are a couple of other collaborations in
the making right now. Musique
Nouvelle
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Bourriaud,
,
Postmedia Books, Milan 2004, p. 33.

[2] – Tecnica utilizzata da Mathieu per
la spazializzazione del suono.

[3] – La strumentazione PA, è di solito
usata coma “frontline” in modo da
ridurre i problemi di feedback
acustico, ed è posizionata in
opposizione al sistema backline.

It’s a lot of exciting things to do, most
of them progressing in parallel, and
luckily there’s a lot of ‘ensemble’ work
ahead instead of being solo. I’m very
much looking forward to what the
future brings.

[4] – Strumento simile al clavicembalo,
di dimensioni ridotte.

http://www.bitsteam.com

Notes:

http://www.12k.com

[1] - Guy Debord , Mode d’emploi du
détournement, Parigi 1956, in Nicolas
Postproduction. Come
l’arte riprogramma il mondo

http://www.lineimprint.com/
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No Borders Struggles The Electronic
Disturbance Theatre 2.0
Micha Cardenas

disturbance of borders: national,
gender, genre, disciplinary,
fiction/non, through the exploitation
and re/performance of technology,
poetry and the imaginaries of each.
We create media viruses, dislocative
border disturbance technologies and
Electronic Civil Disobedience actions
in order to imagine and bring about
desired futures. We exploit existing

The Electronic Disturbance Theater
(EDT) is a small group of cyber
activists and artists engaged in
developing the theory and practice of
Electronic Civil Disobedience (ECD).
Until now the group has focused its
electronic actions against the Mexican
and U.S. governments to draw
attention to the war being waged
against the Zapatistas and others in
Mexico. But ECD tactics have
potential application by a range of
political and artistic movements.

media technologies in order to
conjure spirits of mayan technologies
and queer technologies in the crackle
on the line and the dropped packets
of neo-liberalism. Our hallucinatory
transmissions operate at the refresh
rate of dreams.

We are Electronic Disturbance Theater
2.0 – EDT2.0
(
http://www.thing.net/rdom/ecd/EDT
ECD.html). As a collective, we are
already many. As a multiplicity, our
goals, hopes and intentions are
multiple. Our shared goals include the

We see our recent investigation in the
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context of the global struggle for
education that has taken on so much
force in recent years. What is at stake
is the question over what the
university will be used for. Will it be a
site for the development of
technologies for corporations, the
military and law enforcement, or will it
be a site for the development of new
forms of resistance and of
humanitarian efforts. Will it be the
latest stage in the unfolding of
neoliberalism and privatization, or will
it be a site for contesting and
rejecting neoliberalism?

put all it’s resources into stopping the
momentum.
What we have accomplished is what
much good performance art does, to
reveal the unseen dimensions of
power.

What we have experienced is the
weapon of bureaucracy. During all the
University actions throughout
California in the last months, more
than 500 people were arrested for
taking part in strikes, occupations and
protests at Universities all over the
state. They were trying to stop
proposed salary cuts, layoffs and
tuition increases of up to 44%.

Ricardo Dominguez‘s part in this
performance reveals a number of
intersecting threads. Dominguez is
tenured faculty in visual arts who
earned tenure for developing the
practice of Electronic Civil
Disobedience: he was under
investigation attempting to remove
his tenure, into the legality of a virtual
sit-in against the Office of the
President of the University of

Our own investigation fits into a larger
strategy of the university
administrators to follow through with
investigations and trials in order to
drain energy and distract the focus of
the movement. With occupations of
buildings, freeways, libraries and
chancellor’s offices all across the state
of California, (including a short
occupation at UCSD that was cut
short by a group of so called
“organizers”) the administration had to

California, Mark Yudof, and another
investigation focusing on an adjunct
faculty member at UC Riverside, Ken
Ehrlich, into the legality of a site with
a minor simulation of Mark Yudof’s
resignation.
The focus on Ricardo Dominguez was,
in my opinion, was motivate by two
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service. We mapped safety sites in the

factors: 1. he was mistakenly seen as
the head that could be cut off, and 2.
the loss of a tenured faculty in visual
arts would have ben devastating for
the struggle against the
precaritization of knowledge workers.
The death threats as well, I would
rather not admit, did cause some of us
fear. As queer and trans women, as
people of all colors and abilities, as
lovers, children, parents, we had to be
conscious of their physical safety
every day, and threats against our
physical safety did not go unnoticed.
As well, the threat of the FBI knock
and invasion of our personal space did
not escape our minds either.

US/Mexico Border Region including
water caches left by humanitarian
groups, highways and Border Patrol
stations and the phones will direct
you to the nearest safety site when
turned on. While navigating to the
site, users have the option to hear
poetry of welcoming and hospitality
as well as poems describing desert
survival information.

Now, we are reborn as Electronic
Disturbance Theater 2.0 – EDT 2.0. We
have resumed work on the
Transborder Immigrant Tool (some
videos here:
http://vimeo.com/6109723) with new
exhibitions and new writing and a
path towards deployment to users.
The struggle for education around the
world continue to provide us with
inspiration, as does the desire to stop
the continued deaths of those dying
in the struggle to find a new life
across national and gender borders.

Also the investigations concerning the
Transborder Immigrant Tool were
multiple: one financial investigation
into the use of grant funds for the
Transborder Immigrant Tool which all
the members of the b.a.n.g. lab were
part of: myself (faculty in visual arts),
Elle Mehrmand (MFA candidate), Brett
Stalbaum (also faculty in visual arts)
and Amy Sara Carroll (professor at
University of Michigan).

The Transborder Immigrant Tool is a
project aimed at buying used
Motorolla cell phones and installing a
piece of software that we wrote
which allows the user to access the
GPS signal without having cell phone

Investigations are still going on today.
Personally, I had the honour to denote
the situation and introduce the
Transborder Immigrant Tool project at
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http://www.thing.net/rdom/ecd/ED
TECD.html

the last HOPE (Hackers On Planet
Earth) conference, 16-18 July 2010 in
New York.

http://bang.calit2.net/xborderblog/
http://thenexthope.org/
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Between Bodies. The Bodily Sounds By Nina
Waisman
Felipe Zuniga

Electronic Language International
Festival (FILE) Brazil, in the city of S,o
Paulo same year.
Nina Waisman works with
technologically driven forms of
control and communication, exploring
their impact on a body’s space, time
and logic. Her interactive installations
pose questions about “embodied
thinking”, while focusing on related
issues, such as the US/Mexican
border, surveillance, nanotechnology,
etc.

In the 2010 Orange County Biennial
we gladly testified the selection that
Sarah Bancroft curator of the OCMA
(Orange County Museum of Art) did
of some artists identified with Souther
California art scene linked to the
U.C.S.D. (University of California San
Diego) Visual Arts program alumni and
faculty.

As a former dancer turned new media
artist, Waisman is particularly
interested in the critical role that
movement-based modes of thinking
play in forming our thoughts –
neurologists and cognitive scientists
call such “physical thinking” the preconscious scaffolding for all human
logic. Waisman’s work asks
experientially: how might our new
tech-inflected gestures be shaping
our relationships with the bodies and
systems we connect to when we
move with technology?

This interwiew is devoted to Nina
Waisman, member of this San Diego
contingent, who had develop her
work under various media but most
recently interactive and sound
installations. Her project Between
Bodies presented at the OCMA had
previous incarnations at Centro
Cultural Tijuana, in Baja California for
the inaugural show of the new
exhibition space El Cubo in 2009, and
also was successfully presented at

As you will discover soon in the
interview, Nina Waisman has an
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She has also made works for more
typical art venues such as the
California Biennial at the Orange
County Museum of Art whose we
spoke about yet, the San Diego
Museum of Art, Stephan Stoyanov
Gallery in NYC, the FIESP/SESI gallery
in S,o Paulo, and the LACE, Telic and
g727 gallery in Los Angeles. Upcoming
exhibitions include Stephan Stoyanov
Gallery and online projects for Triple
Canopy and Version.

unique approach merging together
the arts and science creating an
interdisciplinary framework that
allowed her in the recent years to
produce solo or collective projects
that engage the audience in
innovative ways.

Nina Waisman holds a BA, magna cum
laude from Harvard University, a BFA
in Fine Art from Art Center College of
Design, and an MFA in Visual Arts
from UCSD; her training as a classical
dancer also informs her ongoing
investigation of embodied
technology. She currently lives and
works in San Diego but is moving to
Los Angeles summer of 2011.

Waisman’s production ranges from
interactive sound-and-sculpture
installations to object-making and
performance. She makes solo projects
and has collaborated as part of the
Particle Group and CUBO collectives,
among others.

Between Bodies, her last artwork
we’re talking about in the following
interview, is an interactive sound
installation that links the visitors’
gestures to a wide range of bodily and
sonic energies circulating throughout
Tijuana city, making visceral the
connections visitors have to the
diverse networks of human agency at
work in this city. An elaborate
sensor-arrangement encountered
encourages visitors to move off to the
side of the space, diverging from the
building’s architecturally implied
choreography. One person can “play”

Her interactive installations are often
sited in public spaces and transitional
passageways, where everyday
activities at the site become key
mediums for the works  venues
include the lobby of the House of
World Cultures in Berlin, the entrance
to the CECUT in Tijuana, the entrance
to the Museum of Image and Sound in
S,o Paulo, Brazil, the Grand Hall of
Science lobby at UCLA, and the
CALIT2 lobby at UCSD.
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the different sections and

and 3d works, and do some
performance. Across these disciplines,
my practice follows my interest in
exploring how we think with our
bodies. I’m fascinated by how ideas
and logic are shaped by the body’s
structure and limitations, and how
cultural logics feed back onto that,
training us so we perceive in ways
that are in sync with our cultures’
desires.

enclosures.If multiple visitors engage
with the piece at the same time, they
create networked re-compositions of
the city’s sonic rhythms.

As a former dancer, I became excited
about “gesture-sensors” during my
undergrad study at Art Center. The
data captured by such sensors can be
easily info-morphed – the gestural
information can be used to alter
sound, video, or any other data
stream. Underlying this work is my
interest in the cross-modal
production of thought – how the
shuttling of a perception across
branches of the sensory system (the
proprioceptive and the auditory, for
example) might affect logics built
upon this cerebral info-morphing.

For a more precise idea about how
Between Bodies works, we suggest
you the following videos: the
installation in Tijuana
(
http://www.ninawaisman.net/cecut/
index.html), the one in Sao Paolo
(
http://www.ninawaisman.net/file/ind
ex.html) and the one at ‘Orange
County
(
http://www.ninawaisman.net/californ
iaBiennial/index.html) whose we’re
going to talk about in the interview.

In this light, might performing a new
gesture generate new flavors of
thought in the mind? What kinds of
physical and social negotiations are
built into mundane (and not-so
mundane) tech-gestures? Some of my
work explores these questions as they
play out in politicized constructions of
say, the nanotechnology industries,
institutionalized surveillance, etc.
Other pieces zero in more on the

Felipe Zuniga: How would you
describe your practice and artistic
research?
Nina Waisman: The past few years I’ve
been making mostly interactive sound
installations. But I also make video, 2d
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phenomenological impacts of media
and technology on constructions of
self, place, time and logic.

ceiling that becomes impossibly high.

As for research, philosophers such as
John Dewey, Bergson, Deleuze,
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson have
done amazing work unpacking the
ways physiological bodies and
cultures feedback onto each other, as
have cultural theorists Brian Massumi,
Chris Schilling and Marcel Mauss, to
name a few. So I read these writers,
along with neurological and cognitive
scientists’ studies on bodily thinking 
there’s a lot of work being done in this
area!

like descending into an imposing

20 meters later you reach the
daylight-filled main lobby. It’s a bit
tomb whose lower chambers can only
be reached after one has been
properly purged through time,
darkness, and silence, of the effects of
the city.

Between Bodies sought to bring this
architecturally exclusinary logic front
and center by offering some of what it
concealed  the guts of the
infrastructure connecting it to the city
(dangling wire), the chaotic, sonic
pleasures of Tijuana, a potential
dérive, available to those who veered
off the straight-line conduit implied
by the funnel.
Many of the sounds triggered in the
entrance of Between Bodies are
seemingly iconic  hammering, raking,
filing. On the other hand, abstracted
sound can be hard to pinpoint in the
mind; the quality of a particular sound
may evoke a range of activities.

Felipe Zuniga: How would you
describe Between Bodies?

I’m interested in this blurred state of
recognition, in which the body
perceives a stimulus, triggering
multiple responses (and perhaps
multiple neural mirrorings), while the
mind attempts to fix an
understanding  to locate the sound,
to label it  but can’t exactly. There is
an anomic quality to this kind of

Nina Waisman: The original
installation at the CECUT museum in
Tijuana was sited in the building’s
funnel-like entrance. Leaving behind a
fabulous view of the color-an-sound-rich city, one descends into
the building through a long, narrow,
low lit concrete and marble hall with a
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perception, that defies the desire to
categorize  an amorphic
connectedness that precedes the
individuation implicit in naming.

increase in number as one advances
through the piece. Many residents
described to me an immediate
recognition of their city  for them, the
piece became an experience of
moving inside the museum while
connecting to sonic bodies
encountered throughout their city,
and to a personal history with many of
those bodies.
To move through the piece, for them,
was to gain agency over their sonic
experience of the city  they could
choose if and when they heard a
sound, the speed or pitch at which
they heard it, and its conjunction with
other sounds of their own choosing
(from the available curation of urban
sounds). The (natural) role of the
sensing body as Theremin, tuning a
city, was technologically enhanced,
expanding a visitor’s ability to
construct a concretely lived remapping of the city.

I wanted these seemingly site-less
sounds to open the piece, to create a
common-denominator of bodily and
sonic experiences that would have
been heard throughout Tijuana but
also most anywhere in the world,
sounds of bodily-gestures possibly
engaged in by many visitors. The idea
was to create a bodily dialog between
visitors and the residents of Tijuana, a
dialog not dependent on knowledge
of the city, thus one that might open
the city and its common experiences
to visitors who had not ventured
beyond the taxi-ride between the
border and the museum.
But there are subtle localizing effects
in the first sonic section that Tijuana
residents notice. Additional field
recordings of local sound are
triggered at some sensors local birds,
particular taxi drivers, music, etc. Such
geographically tagged sounds

Felipe Zuniga: Would you define
Between Bodies as site-specific work?
If so what happens each time the
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everyday life, in the face of the
media’s fixation on crime. (see list of
sounds here:
http://www.ninawaisman.net/califor
niaBiennal/betweenBodiesPartialSou
ndList.pdf and video of the piece
here:http://vimeo.com/17721107).

installation was relocated?
Nina Waisman: efinitely, the site, both
architecturally and culturally, changes
the actual installation and the reading
each time. You can see images of
each on my site
(http://www.ninawaisman.net)
I mentioned already how, in Tijuana,
the piece was meant to counter the
architecture’s removal of the city. That
first installation in Tijuana also took
place early on in the drug wars, when
the Tijuana and US media were
mono-maniacally glutting their
viewers/readers with blood-soaked
coverage of drug-related crimes.

In Brasil, I was offered a quite
different space, a long, thin, glasswalled gallery that ran along the
outside of a very popular building. The
glass emphasized the performative
aspects of the piece  everyone
moving through it was on clear
display for the 3-300 people that
might be standing below them. Those
watching below could not hear the
sound, but only see some strange
dance between people and sensors.

Consequently, tourism dropped to
10% of its usual rate, and some
residents of Tijuana similarly retreated
in fear, circulating less, scanning the
streets and each other with a guarded
suspicion. Some people spoke of a
fading sense of community. But the
violence and fear were nowhere near
what the media misled one to believe.
As I recorded sound around Tijuana, I
was struck by the endless numbers of
people at work (and play) on the still
very active streets of the city. The

Peter Dalsgaard and Lone Koefoed
Hansen have nicely described such
layered, performative interactions:
“you are both operating an interactive
system, performing for other people
while operating, and, most
importantly-because you are both
operating and performing-you are

piece gathered key sounds from the
99% of daily life that wasn’t being
portrayed by the media (sounds of
labor, play, activism, community
service). My desire was to reemphasize the hybrid energies of
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Nina Waisman: NW: Orange county
includes some of the wealthiest, most
conservative, anti-immigrant
communities in the US. At the same
time, over 30% of Orange County
residents are Latino. Mass media’s
portrayal of Tijuana would suggest
OC’s only connections to the
Tijuanenses should be made through
fear. Yet some OC residents grew up
visiting Tijuana as bargain-hunters,
tourists or on alcohol-fueled
adventures. Many OC residents
and/or their employees, have family
living in Tijuana.

also an implicit spectator of your own
actions since your own actions will be
the ones that other people are
experiencing.” The layering of the
operator-performer-voyeur roles
were quite apparent at this site, kind
of like they are in everyday social
interactions, if you start looking.
The piece in Brasil was re-titled
Between Bodies/Tijuana, so those
who read the wall sign understood
where the sound came from. But
since the huge majority had never
been to this city, the sense of place
was not overlaid with memories of

Many low-priced electronics enjoyed
in Orange County are made by people
earning $10/day in Tijuana’s
maquiladoras; families working in
these maquiladoras cannot afford to
eat properly or rent a home with a
roof. Some US and internationallyowned companies making these
electronics in Tijuana, dump toxic byproducts there, poisoning the water,
land and residents. Technologies
enabling keyboard-punched orders
for Tijuana-produced goods, further
obscure the links between people in
Orange County and the Tijuana
residents fulfilling their desires.

Tijuana  rather I heard people
comparing the sounds of Sao Paula to
Tijuana and finding them similar,
leading them to explore the piece and
explain that they intuitively
understood life in Tijuana in some
way.

So in Orange County I included a wall
sign that listed the source of the
sounds, many directly connected to
the complex nature of US-Mexican
relationships. I also added a bit of
“connecting” sound towards the end 

Felipe Zuniga: Could you tell us what
happened with the piece when
presented at the Orange county
Biennial?
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sounds of flows across the border 
the I-5 freeway, wind, birds, footsteps,
sirens, helicopters  things connecting
both sides.

So visitors move between the miniarchitectrual sections of the piece 
“labor”, “attention”, “children”, “the
porous border”  as the choose. They
are perhaps freer in this non-linear
space to create their own narratives,
sonic-mappings and understandings
of the sounds and the piece.
Felipe Zuniga: What is the role (or
roles) played by the audience in the
piece and the different levels of
engagement and the implications of
the cross interaction between the
psychological, physical, social.?

Felipe Zuniga: Could you describe for
us the formal variation of the piece at
the Orange County Museum.

Nina Waisman: In general, the piece
plays with technology’s potential to,
as Mark Hansen writes, “[give] us a
chance to live the ‘indivision’ of the
body”. The encounter, in “Between
Bodies”, is one in which visitors’ bodily
gestures meet those of Tijuana
residents, linking the gestural, lived
time of a body in the museum to that
of bodies outside, in Tijuana. I also see

Nina Waisman: While there had
always been clusters of sensors
making related sounds  I call these
“drawings”  the fact that it had earlier
been installed in long hall-like spaces
made these drawings into stops along
a linear path. In the California Biennial
(currently at the Orange County
Museum of Art) I was offered instead
a large gallery space, a classic room of
19′ x 38′, in which to condense the
piece. I made the sensor drawings in
this space a bit more like typical
artworks – they resembled mobiles, or
mini-architectural spaces.

the piece as a kind of experiment or
exploration with the neurological
impact of gesture and sound  effects
at these levels, if they occur, would
likely happen below conscious radar.
For example, neurologists have found
that hearing the sound of another
body performing an action can lead us
to experience this same action in the
brain and muscles. We don’t enact the
gesture but nerve-clusters for

These drawings were placed to create
a meandering flow, different than the
counter-clockwise movement along
gallery walls that is typically followed.

producing the action fire, and muscles
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are primed to act. Neurologists link
this mirroring system to a survivaldriven need for empathic skills  when
I hear you do something, I experience
your state, and can sense viscerally
how we might next interact.

affiliated logics. Adding to this
common, gestural pile-up, visitors to
my installations employ new techcontrolling gestures to manipulate
gestural sounds heard in the space.
This logic-forming, gesturally
mashed-up medium is worth
considering, given our increasing use
of physical computing devices,
surveillance systems, and mediated
sound. My work often asks
experientially: how might techinflected gestures shape the logic of
our relationships with bodies and
systems we connect to when we
move with technology?

And Rodolfo Llinas (NYU
Neurosciences Chair) explains that our
learned gestural skills – walking,
typing, etc – play in our brains, even
when we don’t move. Not all play at
once, but a few play together at a
time, randomly. Llinas’ research finds
that the overlaying of these gestural
tapes is the source of creative
thought! New logics arise from
interference between re-played
memories of our motor-based
actions. A new tech-gesture, then, is
not a small thing.

Some people have told me they left
the piece thinking differently about
their or the US relationship to Tijuana 
that’s exciting. On a more obvious
level, I have seen gestural conventions
up-ended in the space. Some adults
weave and run around like children,
some hyper kids become very still and
attentive. Of course there are some
people who just cruise through
without much interest  not everyone
goes for this kind of work.

So to put this together, hearing
sounds of recorded bodies performing
actions can lead listeners to “mirror”
the heard gestures. These mirrored
gestures, overlaid with whatever
gestural tapes are already playing in a
listener’s brain, can lead to new,
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(
http://www.ninawaisman.net/impedi
ment/impedimentPierreHiResEmbed.
html) in Los Angeles last January 20.
Jennifer Donovan, Gabriela Torres
Olivares and Flora Wiegmann and I are
collaborating  we are exploring
relationships between bodily logics
and cultural/political logics generated
by the US/Mexican border. We are
wondering – how do these logics play
out bodily, for those who cross the
border, and for those who do not or
can not cross?

Felipe Zuniga: What are you working
on now?
Nina Waisman: I’ve just finished a new
work with the CUBO collective, that
was shown for the first time at the
Collective Show

http://www.ninawaisman.net/
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Transmediale Awards. Intelligent Bacteria
Loretta Borrelli

This main core collaborates in the
sharing and research of life condition
improvement in the surrounding
environment, and it is not oriented to
a personal profit. That is the reason
for which, through Focus Education
Program, it organizes lab and training
courses with the assistance of people
coming from different fields: web
design, biotechnologies, interactive
media, graphics, medicine,
engineering, physics, information
technology, civil engineering and so
on, thus generating an informal
community meant to the creation of
collaborative and social expressions.

The 2011 Transmediale Awards
celebrated the triumph of Intelligent
bacteria – Saccharomyces cerevisiae
project, by HONF – The House Of
Natural Fiber.
The HONF team works in Jakarta,
Indonesia, as a new media art
laboratory since 1999. From its very

The Intelligent bacteria project has
been realized in collaboration with a
team of researchers from the
microbiology department of the Gajah
Mada University, in order to scan the
biotechnology field.

beginning, this lab focused on the
critical and social analysis of new
media, by developing various
multimedia art and workshop
projects. Their goal is to communicate
without limits through media,
ignoring whether the result is artistic
or not. This collective team, founded
by Venzha, interior designer, has now
grown thanks to the participation of
fashion designer Irene Agrivina,
graphic designer Istasius and VJ
Tommy Surya.
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microphones that produced sounds

Indonesia, in the last few months,
witnessed numerous death cases due
to many self-made alcoholic
beverages. The growth of mortality
rate has come together with the
government decision to increase the
taxes on alcoholic beverages. Such
taxation has made the retail price rise
from the first days of April 2010, thus
making impossible for the population
to buy local alcoholic beverages,
whose prices are even tripled. The
self-productions, which according to
a recent study contain lots of
poisonous substances like methanol,
have increased. The poisonousness of
these beverages is due to a
fermentation process made by
bacteria and polluted by unhygienic
conditions.

coming directly from the
fermentation process.
Moreover, the team made a live
performance, where the different
sounds were remixed in order to
create a sound environment capable
of expressing the bacterial activity.
The performance was meant to get
people closer to the problems of
biotechnology, and thus can be
compared to the work carried out for
years in the biotechnology field by
Critical Art Ensemble team. In that
case, they did not mean to astonish
media in order to inform people, but
instead to provide a huge part of
population with specific knowledge,
underlining the fact that information
could be achieved by everybody.
Moreover, it was possible to analyze
many biotech art aesthetical methods

Nonetheless, the primary cause is to
be found in the poor education level
of the medium-low class society. That
is why HONF has collaborated with
UGM researchers of Jakarta to show
that part of population safe and
healthy fermentation technologies, by
searching for innovative ways of
communication. The project has
developed into a series of workshops,
organized in Indonesia and in Berlin,
where anyone could be provided with
all the necessary information to
produce unharmful alcoholic
beverages. In the festival exhibition an
installation was set up, where the vials
containing the beverages were
connected to sensors and

of a large part of production, aimed to
turn biological signs into digital ones,
although in that case the whole
elaboration had both communication
and diffusion purposes.
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transcribed via online banking to the
central account of the German State
at the Federal Bank. The total transfer
of 15,709 cents and 1,709696500
characters will take 43 years. The work
is mostly based on the idea of gift
seen as an instrument of replacement
of the current economic model and
the proposition of a more responsible
social commitment.

Then it is not surprising that the HONF
project won the Berlin festival,
characterized in this edition by a topic
really difficult to express, both in
technology use and everyday life:
Response: Ability.
This gap between digital culture and
active responsibility represented the
key through which the other two
honour mentions have been chosen
as well.

In order to remain competitive on the
market, banks regularly offer services
for free and among these are often
included online bank transfers. The
minimum amount for each transfer is 1
cent, which could be the cost of 180
characters or even 1 million.
Nevertheless, incorporeal money
circulation and rigid bureaucracies
allow to use the act of gift as an
instrument to get the finance engine
flooded, as well as a different model
of collaboration and cultural
exchange.

The first one went to Seppukoo by Les
Liens Invisibles (that we interviewed
last March 2010 on Digimag n° 52 http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl
e.asp?id=1733), an online service about
“committing suicide” on Facebook,
that is to delete one’s own account by
sending to friends a last message and
inviting them to use the same service.
A work reflecting about what is real
and what is virtual, by using viral
marketing mechanisms. Through the
users’ active role, a reflection process
on the features of the World’s most
utilized social network starts.
The second one went to MACHT
GESCHENKE: DAS KAPITAL – Kritik der
politischen Ökonomie, by Christin
Lahr. The authoress has been engaged
for months to donate the entire text
of Karl Marx’s The Capital through 1
cent bank transfers to the German
Federal Ministry of Finance, by
exploiting the “reason for payment”

Finally, although the exhibition might
seem a little disorganized and

box. Over time the entire book will be
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concept but focused on analyzing the
present and the shared production of
possible alternatives.

developed with a sometimes not easy
to understand logic (see the festival
reports by Emanuele Andreoli to this
purpose) and the exposition spaces of
Haus der Kulturen der Welt weighted
on the presentation of some works

Can this be a step towards a festival
seen as creative production
laboratory?

such as Wikipedia art, Sependipitor
and Seppukoo, in general the festival
showed a trend variation, for it was no
more exclusively aimed to a vanguard

http://www.natural-fiber.com/
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Notes On Transmediale 2011: Hack:ability And
Identity
Mitra Azar

communities, as it happens in the
Open Zone and Hacka Way sections of
the festival, where it is worth to
mention Thimbl, a new open source
tool for microblogging, “if you’re
weary of corporations hijacking your
updates to make money”, as it
somewhat happens on Facebook.
http://www.thimbl.net/
In its 2011 edition,
Transmediale Response:Ability has
dealt with the political implications
generated by the technological
evolution in progress and with the
skills which the hypermedial and
overconnected subjectivity should
acquire in order to face the new
challenges urgently posed by reality.
Transmediale 11 is an event about the
formation of citizens-users who are
able to take advantage of the
opportunities which the web and the
digital tools provide to the creation of
real and virtual, individual and
collective identities. Identities able to
set up new proposals of political
participation, starting from the
reappropriation of information and
public spaces, also through the
setting up of online micro-

We get the impression that the theme
of identity is one of the festival’s
cornerstones: identity as a process,
substantia
rather than definition,
,
essence. Identity as a process of
subjectivation, relation and
configuration in the context of
economic production, which by now
coincides with the production of the
per se.
subject
Some of these themes
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were mentioned in the lecture
“Body:Response. Life at work”, with
Franco Berardi Bifo and Maurizio
Lazzarato, inspired by Foucault’s and
Deleuze-Guattari’s works.
Other themes, like the redefinition of
public space in relation to private
space – of which Wikileaks is the
epiphenomenon and the totemic
trace – emerged through the lecture
“Digital liveness – Realtime, desire,
sociability”. The paradox of an overmediated and immediate world
spatializes itself as a bio-mediated
agorà
(for which the principles of
persistence, serchability, replicability
and invisible audience apply), and at
agoràas a virtual prethe same time

Standing upon these critical points
the performative, emerging, and
multi-authorial publication Cos, by
Salvatore Iaconnesi and
Penelope.di.Pixel, tries to decipher
the users’ online emotional state
through the linguistic-chromatic
mapping of their moods. Leaving
space to a partecipant’s
(rap)presentation of a feeling through
recording an audio track or a video,
Cos creates a virtual place made of
“overlapped multiple sources,
asynchronous temporal scales,
intertwined time frames that loose
linearity for the benefit of the concept
of network”, in which the
“subconscious becomes predominant,
and linearity and harmony leave space
to noise, deconstruction, emergency
and ubiquity. Overlapped multiple
realities, which, even while denying
each other, form a surfable, filterable,
mixable, shareable neo-reality”

mediated
(typical of real space
prior to digital revolution, as in chat
roulette.
http://chatroulette.com/
Transmediale 11 seems to suggest that
the next political battles will
necessarily have to be fought
between theBurning
web’s virtual
world and
Chrome,

its
surrounding real world. Cyberspace
Neuromancer
(W. Gibson,
) tends to biologyze
bìos the
binary mechanicalism technè
of computer
numerization, integrating the
in
the web’s chair
incorporeal
, and
bringing near neutral and measurable
matter to

http://www.artisopensource.net/2011
/01/12/cos-consciousness-of-streams

(flesh).
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At the same time, the subject’s
transformation into a machine
proceeds through ever more complex
biotracking technologies, indexing his
behaviours according to statistic
models typical of digitalized
biopolitics. Focusing on these themes
was the performing lecture “Gathering
1: event, agency, and program” by
Jordan Crandall – awarded with the
Vilém Flusser Award. The approach of
this work closely echoes the concept
of atmospheric media (expanded
media, not objectual) proposed by
Mark Hansen during the lecture
“Delimination of life”.

The awareness of the subjectivation
processes implemented by
contemporary society on the
individual is at the core of Heath
Bunting’s work-in-progress, The
Status Project.
http://status.irational.org/
Once again, the catalogingmegalomaniac and metaphysicalreductionist fault for which it is
possible to sum up identity in a series
of tidy algorithm formulas (the idea at
the base of the effort to create
economic values starting from every
aspect of subjectivity), is here
diverted. The Status Project shows the
linguistic discretization of identities
through a computer syntactic
structure in which the “code”
becomes a performative utterance (cf.
J. L. Austin, How to Do Things With
Words). Heath Bunting maps the
existing processes of bureucratic
subjectivation as they are in a
Kafkaesque society, and shows that
identity is hackerable, but as well
sellable.

http://jordancrandall.com/main/
The digital anthropophagy lecture by
Vanessa Ramoz – who received an
honorable mention at the Vilém
Flusser Award – further seems to be
crystallizing itself into the
(hetero)genesis of a virtual incorporeal
boden.
http://www.quietrevolution.me/ART
_PAPERS.html

http://status.irational.org/identity_fo
r_sale/
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Facebook and create
http://www.lovely-faces.com/,
dating website which, through a face
recognition software, categorizes
men and women by determining their
facial expressions. Once again, at the
core of the debate is the alleged
legality of Facebook seizing its users’
data: act which is openly replicated by
the artists to show the intrinsic
violence of the majors towards their
users.

Infographics as a tool inbetween the
linguistic and the perceptive (Heath
Bunting’s maps are so dense and
complex that they are almost
unusable on the computer screen, and
require, neverhteless, a lot of time to
be decoded on hard copy) add one
more element to the complex
glitching imaginary which the
operation gently drags into the
utopian transparency of the code.
Artivism, precisely, also through the
creation of an anonymous mailbox.

http://www.face-to-facebook.net/
The semantic of action lies, though, in
the real world, in the reactions of the
concerned users. In the virtuous
circuit which an act of online hacking
instils in the offline consciences, as it
already happened for their two
previous projects, one directed
against Google, the other against
Amazon.

http://status.irational.org/letter_box
/

http://www.face-to-facebook.net/ha
cking-monopolism-trilogy.php

If in The Status Project the identities
are named (or, better, re-encoded) on
the network to prepare their
reappearance in the real world, the
syntactic structure of the
détournement (misappropriation,
diversion) carried out by Face to
Facebook by Paolo Ciro and
Alessandro Ludovico, is wholly
internal to the network: artists steal a
million faces and names from
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Following Baudrillard’s prophecy, a
simulation democracy is create in
which the effects of one’s own actions

Among artivism projects directed to
Facebook and linked to the complex
notion of disseminated and virtualized
identity, we cannot leave behind
Seppukoo by Les Liens invisibles,
which received an honorable mention
at the Transmediale Awards. In this
case too, the personal dimension of
suicide is claimed as a public and
collective act to be shared, just like a
virus to be transmitted: the logic of
empathic crowdsourcing proposed by
Facebook (connection = friendship) is
overturned (disconnection = suicide).

are not assessable if not statistically
through the number of signatures
automatically collected at random by
Les Liens’ software.
http://www.transmediale.de/content
/repetitionr-les-liens-invisibles-goff-cox-franco-berardi
Sharing, knowledge exchange and
conscious use of technology have also
been the recurrent themes of open
workshops. Open Design City “Make

http://www.seppukoo.com/

your own market”, for instance, was a
The complex relationship between the
one and the many, between the
subjective identity of the individual
and that of the collectivity, is at the
core of the repetitionr project, also by
Les Liens invisibles, ironic operation
which enhances the fictitious nature
of online participatory democracy,
and shifts the attention to the needs
and the problematic nature of turning
virtual campaigns into concrete real
actions.

collaborative open design space in
which technical skills were shared to
encourage recycling, personalization
and sustainable market. Likewise,
Booki by Floss Manuals presents a
free service and a social network for
the creation of books both by single
authors and by collectives, and a
software, distributed on GPL licence
that can be downloaded, reused and
customized.

http://www.repetitionr.com/
On-demand democracy, multiplechoice-democracy, click-democracy
(from the introduction by Franco
Berardi Bifo at the Liens’ workshop),
are the symptoms of the total loss of
the referent as an external and
autonomous element from language.
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the real, rather than from the real to
the virtual – and about adding
hermeneutical levels of criticism to
the real, through the falls of the virtual
on the real itself. Let’s remember that
in the web, as in real life, getting lost
can be a fascinating epistemological
experience, and not a waste of time.

Thus, the projects of Transmediale 11
seem to show how the weapons
which can be used to destabilize the
political and social status-quo are
linked to practices of fake and irony,
as well as to the artists’ ability to start
semantic circles and subjectivation
processes between the real world and
the web. Often, viewing the last one
as the playground starting point to
reach the beyond-screen, the off-th-field, and give back bodies and
matter solidity to those intangible

http://www.transmediale.de/content
/serendipitor-artist-walk-mrk-shepard

signs which wants to replace it.

http://www.andinc.org/v3/bio)

It seems like it’s about reversing the
direction of travel – from the virtual to

http://www.transmediale.de/
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Memory And Media Archeology. Interview With
Tania Aedo
Lucrezia Cippitelli

(and scientific at the same time),
laboratorial way, by a group of actors
playing personally in the context.
We talked about that with Tania
Aedo,, visual artist engaged in
creative processes which involve
research on technology and media
since the early Nineties and director
of Alameda Center. Tania is the
cocurator of the DVD box, which she
presented at the Latin American
Forum of ISEA Rurh 2010 (see the
review here:
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl
e.asp?id=1872).

(Ready)Media: Hacia una arqueología
de los medios y la invención en
México, DVD box recently edited by
the Alameda Laboratory Art of Mexico
City, revisits the history of artistic
practices in the twenties of XX
Century in Mexico, on the border
between art, science and
technological experimentation.

After we met in Dortmund, we
decided to complete by e-mail our
talks, in order to discuss Latin and
Mexican identity questions, wise use
of technologies towards consumers’
attitude and recent Mexican artistic
vanguard movements as well.

The DVD box is an unprecedented
work of research and diffusion, carried
out by a team of researchers, artists
and curators, which throws light on a
part of never historicized Modernism.
A work that in North America would
likely be realized by wealthy
departments of some rich Ivy
League’s Universities, with a
comparative approach towards the
study on Modernism, but in this case
it has been carried out in a militant
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the contribution to spread knowledge
in the field. Since the Laboratory was
founded, ten years ago, a
documentary store has been created,
containing material reporting every
exposition, artists’ dossiers,
theoretical essays, audiovisual and
sound documents.
When we started the project, we
understood we had to accomplish
two fundamental tasks: a critical
review of this deposit on one hand,
and the insertion of more material and
documentation on the other. We
called a group of six people among
curators, researchers and artists in
order to write this review and suggest
what, according to them, should have
been added.

Lucrezia Cippitelli: It would be
interesting to say something about
the Box ideation and the paths you
took to choose the audiovisual and
sound experiences within it.
Tania Aedo: The idea of editing
(Ready)Media: Hacia una arqueología
de los medios y la invención en
México was born out of the need of
retracing the trail of those artistic
practices arising when art gets in
contact with science and technology.
We know these practices have no
“recording”, for in Latin America all the
activities are stored by the artists
themselves who save, manage and
spread their works. ù

That is how the six sections of our
DVD were born. We prepared a full
program exhibition to occupy the
Laboratory space as well as a coming
soon publication containing every
curator’s text and some essays
showing how Art, Science and
Technology were already linked to
each other much time before the so-

Inside the Alameda Laboratory Art we
launched the Prìamo Lozada
Documentation Centre (by the name
of our founder curator), the first
Mexican centre specialized in the
interconnections between Science
and Technology. Its primary goals are
the reflection and research on the
current creative media practice, the
exploiting of curatorial projects and

called “New Media Age”.
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contains even works of the Twenties,
such as 1924′s …IU IIIUUU IU… This is
the oldest one of the entire project,
the “sound poem” laying at the base
of the Mexican stridentist vanguard
movement. The collection also
includes works made in the Sixties,
Seventies and Eighties, considered
the oldest experiments with
electronic and synthetic sound, as

Lucrezia Cippitelli: Are the artists
featured in the collection somewhat
representatives of a specific historical
period, just like a photo of actuality
(meaning the DVD has no theoretical
specification justifying the choosing)
or are they part of artists’ community
or network moving around certain
Mexican institutions?

well as 2010 works.
Not all collections are meant to go

Desbordamientos: Mecanicidad y
back
through time. For instance,
obsolescencia en el arte mediático

actual DVD contains all the works that
maintain a critical position on global
technocentrism. Desbordamientos

Tania Aedo: Each program in the DVD
has a specific pattern. For instance,
the program dedicated to sound art is
arranged from certain common
categories, used to classify these kind
of practices: installation and sound
art, including video documentation of
works realized for exhibition spaces or
videotaping. The rest of the DVD then
includes audio tracks divided into
Sound Art, Experimental Electronic
Music, Electro-acoustic Music, Sound
Landscape, Radio Art and Sound
Poetry.

discusses about mechanical and
obsolete aspects, underlining the
forms through which Modernity
divides “old” from “new” media and
the way it hides the mechanical
machine behind the digital membrane
of the so-called new media.
Mexico has a great amount of artists
researching and experimenting
mechanical technology, sometimes
along with electronics and
information technology procedures:
we thought it was important to
encourage the analysis in these
production areas.

This project deal with an
archaeological and research interest
on the history of Mexican sound
practices, and to this purpose it
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of videos and new media was needed
as well, and so we began a research
that reached a first step: Apuntes
sobre una revisión de curadurías de
video. This collection is all about
interviews with some of the most
influencing curators in the field, such
as Guillermo Santamarina or Jesse
Lerner, or others who developed a
very important work of research and
spread outside Mexico City’s borders,
like Bruno Varela working in Oaxaca,
the directors of Guadalajara Chroma
Festival and Antonio Arango at
Glycerina magazine, important review
distributing VHS in the Nineties.

The Cine Povera collection instead
includes many 16 mm filmed works
(and one Super-8 work), each of them
realized between 2000 and 2010, by
do-it-yourself and hand-crafted way,
making use of minimal tools. It is
important to know that In Mexico, as
well as in other countries, there is a
strong trend in working with films, by
doing researches on the film
production procedures and
“intervening” on such procedure by
scratching, cutting, pasting,
projecting…

Among the interviewees it is also right
to remember Ximena Cuevas, who
talked about Priamo Lozada, former
curator and founder of Alameda
Center that died in 2007. Ximena
speaks about him and presents his
curatorial practice for the Videobrasil
festival.

Audiovisual experimental
contemporáneo is a collection about
independent and experimental
cinema and videos. It comes from the
Mexperimental research (Rita
Gonzáles y Jesse Lerner,
Mexperimental: 60 años de
vanguardias en México. Santa Monica:
Smart Art Press, 1998), which reveals
the experimental character of the
Mexican production through
expositions and editions.

Each interview contains fragments of
the works that made part of it.
Familiar Memorable
focuses on the
production by the youngest “digital
native” artists, who are most of all
students sharing a common pattern in
their works: a wide yet not exhaustive
overview.

Voiceover
Last but not least,
consists
in a series of documentaries produced
by Alameda Art Laboratory, which
mean to take a closer look on the path

A reflection on the curatorial practice
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and specificity of the creative
procedures of artists fundamental for
the Mexican scenario. Arcàngel
Constantini, Ximena Cuevas, Sarah
Minter, Arthur Henry Fork and Ariel
Guzik are among them.

That is why a critical and reflexive
behaviour towards them is needed. It
is important to dig into the past to
understand that this behaviour
concerns Modernity first. It is
therefore important to go beyond, to
the “deep time” to see that this
definition, like many others, only
works well in the case of modernity.
The Mayans, may have produced a far
more complex concept of universe
than the mechanical.
The Mayas and other pre-Columbian
cultures have developed a far more
complex concept of mechanical
universe.

Lucrezia Cippitelli: According to you,
can we consider or speak of a
specificity of Mexican artistic and
cultural vanguard in the last few
years? And do you think the practices
on the creative use of digital
technologies are pillars of such
vanguard, under the creative and
curatorial point of view?

Another noticeable specificity is the
orientation towards researches under
the perspective of electronic arts,
which cross with other disciplines
such as History, Biology, Physics, and
so on. I think we can speak of
specificity even in the case of
curatorial practices. Two very
important characters of these
practices are research heterogeneity
and experimental nature.

Tania Aedo: I believe many
specificities exist. One of them
concerns the creative use of
technologies, while another one
involves the forms through which
artists produce works according to
the geopolitical context. Mexico too,
just like any other Latin American
country, has played the role of
consumer and user towards digital
and electronic technologies.

The fact that a real “market” does not
exist determines a freedom in
production (just like in every country
where the “electronic arts” are
developed). It goes without saying
that communication between
curators, artists and researchers is
constant in Mexico.
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scenario” in Mexico. About ten years
ago, as a simple observer I had the
chance to attend to the expositions of
artists such as the Brazilian Eder
Santos, experimental 8 mm cinema
projections by Takahiko Iimura, video
installations by Gerardo Suter, Claudia
Fernàndez, Marina Grzinic, Grace
Quintanilla and Gary Hill. Just to
mention only Priamo Lozada’s 2001
program.

Lucrezia Cippitelli: For what concern
the institutions, why don’t you tell us
something about the Alameda
Laboratory Art you direct, trying to
putting it into the new DF (Distrito
Federal, the Mexico City area) media
context? What kind of relation
established between the new media
scenario and the modern, more
traditional art (I mean the gallery
system and the biennial collectors, for
example)?

I had the possibility to see live all
which until that moment I only saw on
photos or books, though they were
images in movement or interactive
works. The Lab, as many other places,
accomplished the really vital function
of getting people in contact with
artists, inspiring specific reflections on
the relationship between art and
technology.
And yet I would not consider the “new
media” scenario and the “traditional”
one as opponents. I think we could be
traditional and work with new media
at the same time. No doubt your
question is important because
although the Lab is a place dedicated
to certain specificities (in constant
transformation), the “electronic arts
scenario” has split into different
spaces, museums, schools, festivals
and platforms.

The reason I am asking this question
to you is because I think it is very
interesting the first Mexican pavilion
to the Venice Biennale 2007 hosted an
electronic arts protagonist like Rafael
Lozano-Hemmer. Moreover, looking
back over the last few years, I see a
more and more active Mexican scene,
a rejuvenation of creative and
curatorial practices, an improvement
in the communicative and theoretical
procedures that lie at the base of
modern art.

I agree with you when you say this
scenario is fundamental: in my
opinion the most interesting things

Tania Aedo: I believe the Lab played a
key role on the “electronic arts
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The curatorial aspect played a key role
in this configuration, and in the Lab
they care very much about it.

are happening right now (although I
know almost any contemporary art
museum director would say the
same). And its importance is due to
the convergence of many disciplines
and practices.
Another interesting aspect of this
scenario is that you can make
reference to artists like LozanoHemmer, but you can also think about
other artists who make use of
different procedures and work on
open source hardware and software,
or even about media activists who
work with art. It is certainly noticeable
the first Mexican pavilion has been
given to Rafael, a new media artist.
But the fact that for the next 2009
Biennial Mexico had chosen an artist
like Teresa Margolles is important as
well: such diversity tells much about
Mexico.

Lucrezia Cippitelli: I would like to go
back to a discussion we attended to
during the Dortmund Latin American
Forum (August 2010), where you
presented (Ready)media. The
discussion in question was the one
concerning the possible identity of art
in the Latin American Continent. To
talk about a Latin identity seems very
naïf and abstract on one hand (none in
Europe would accept it, especially if
said by a non-European.

Those two exhibitions say a lot about
what Mexico is, and it also tells us a
great deal about the complexity that
characterizes the flow of works and
ideas that are less visible, that are

Yet, it would be nice if someone
finally do that, in order to inspire a
debate about our thoughts on the
white, catholic and conservative
identity…). One the other hand, while I
was listening to the discussion I
understood that in every Latin
American country many common
variants exist. These variants could
maybe be defined by explaining our
everyday life conceptualism in the
artistic practices. The same concept

being produced in an intense state of
effervescence in the country. And
when you are talking about
communicative and theoretical
procedures, it seems there is always
present an interesting peculiarity: the
multiple theoretical traditions that
converge onto these practices, as well
as every reflection, knowledge and
discussions that derive from them.
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artist and theoretic Luis Camnitzer
tries to describe as “didactics of
liberation” in his book on Latin
American conceptualism.

integration seems a risky fancy to
resort to on convenience. Let’s
imagine we were united by one
language: we are actually divided into
Spanish, Portuguese and other
thousands of (indigene) languages. It
does not exist a Latin, European or
Anglo-Saxon essence.

Tania Aedo: Latin America has many
different histories yet shares similar
traits in colonization, dictatorships,
post-colonization periods, trade
negotiations, and so on. Maybe you
are right to say none in Europe would
consider a common cultural identity,
but it is also true that they talk about
European media festivals or specific
programs for European artists. And
even when cultural projects are
exposed to the purpose of claiming
funds, is inevitable to speak of identity
most of the time.

On the pages of Camnitzer’s book,
many analogies with electronic art
can be made: if is sufficient to replace
the term used by him,
“dematerialization”, with
“contextualization”: art responses to
immediate needs. This fundamental
element can be seen in many works
produced in the continent. And for
the same reason, following his ideas
we could also talk about an “impure
and hybrid” electronic art, for it is
critical. Yet it is dangerous to take that
for granted, for we might end up
accepting that any art produced in
Latin America is critical and vice versa.

Andreas Broekmann had already
noticed this aspect at ISEA and I
believe he was right. One substantial
difference is that here we do not have
common programs like festivals or
scholarships which would allow artists
to travel throughout the continent.
When speaking about cultural policies
then, although the term Latin America
is widely used, it seems that the
national institutions aim to separate
rather than unite. In this sense we are
very close yet so far away from each
other.
Even the Bolivarian dream of
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Yao Dajuin: China Academy Of Art. La Scuola Di
Intermedia Art Di Hangzhou
Robin Peckham

vertical Chinese), curator (of a wide
range of sound and media exhibitions
around China), and educator.
It is this last epithet in which I am
currently interested: as something of
a wild card embedded within what
was once a rather conservative
institution offering a doctorate in
calligraphy, Yao Dajuin has already
made his mark not only through his
own work but also through a handful
of emerging artists under his tutelage.

Yao Dajuin, currently based in
Hangzhou where he teaches at the
China Academy of Art, is an artist and
thinker rather anomalous within the
Chinese media scene for his
intellectual and historical approach to
contemporary cultural material.

As he shifts this year into a new role at
the innovative School of Intermedia
Art, formed in the fall of 2010, I tried
to find out exactly what we have to
look forward to in the years to come.
What follows is his own speculative
take on China, sound, media, and the
educational nexus of these
phenomena.

His name is typically followed by a
seemingly endless deluge of titles and
roles: sound artist (and founder of the
influential China Sound Unit, recently
succeeded by Hangzhou Sound Unit),
DJ (on his own Fore Taste Radio,
among other venues), musician (and
now publisher of the already
influential Post-Concrete Records), art
historian (with a Ph.D. from University
of California at Berkeley), poet
(interested particularly in concrete
poetry in new media), typographer
(and pioneer in the application of
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strong emphasis on curatorial and
cultural theory studies.
The main concerns of SIMA now
include art as social media, social
media as art, integration between
cultural/critical theory and art
practice, and practical integration
between curatorship and art making.
Our students in the former New
Media Art department had been all
undergraduates previously trained in
drawing and painting before
admission. And now, with the

Robin Peckham: To begin with, could
you tell us a bit about the
philosophical shift, if any, behind this
transition from the New Media Art
Department to the School of
Intermedia Art, and how it might
affect your own pedagogical practice?
Does the merger with several other
departments change the composition
of majors and focuses of students you
will be instructing?

inclusion of graduate students in
Curatorship in the new School, who
are proficient in reading, writing,
discussion, foreign languages, and the
basics in cultural studies, we have a
good mix of talents covering both
discourse and practice. We can do

Yao Dajuin: The insider scoop is that
China Academy of Art really wants to
strengthen its structural focus on
“contemporary art,” outside of the
traditional divisioning of Traditional
Chinese Painting, Oil Painting,
Printmaking, Sculpture, and New
Media Art. The new School of
Intermedia Art (SIMA) is the result. It is
in fact a merger of three former
departments: New Media Art, Mixed
Media Art, and Curatorship. The
Curatorship section is worth noting,
because that is where Gao Shiming,
the Executive Director of SIMA, is
from, and it shows the new structure’s

much more in classes together.
I now teach more than sound art and
computer music: I have designed
courses on social media art,
algorithmic art programming and
iPhone application development. I’m
also on the faculty at the Institute of
Contemporary Art and Social
Thoughts, which is actually the former
curatorship department and the
theoretical engine of SIMA, and I will
be offering graduate seminars on
media theory there.
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Although we often work with the
gallery system, we really have no
interest in being confined to that
ecosystem. For example, we also
work with live events or live shows,
but that “site” of live happening might
not be the gallery or museum at all, it
could be happening only in Twitterland, or Second Life. Currently, OML is
concentrating on social media art,
hand-held devices (iPhone/iPad)

Robin Peckham:You are now a
professor within the Open Media Lab,
which takes responsibility for social
media art, audiovisual interaction,
virtual worlds, and digital imaging.
How does your work fit into this
rubric? Have you been asked to revise
your courses in terms of content?
Could you explain how you will
contribute to these aims, and how you
will share responsibility with the other
departmental members?

applications, Second Life, virtual
reality, internet and algorithmic art,
live performances, and so forth, but
we really are open to all possibilities.
I work closely with Shen Ligong, who
is a Second Life artist extraordinaire
and overall geek, to seek out new
areas to play in. Right after OML was
established, Shen and I designed a
course together called “Social Media
Art Live” which was the very first
attempt to work with social media as
an art platform in China. In six weeks,
starting from zero, we had an
exhibition with over a dozen works,
each exploring a different dimension
and aspect of social media. It looks

Yao Dajuin:Open Media Lab (OML) is
the major new addition to the existing
structure. Actually, OML covers not
only what is said in the press release.
We see OML really as an “opening,” an
outlet in the framework of the old
structure, which used to focus mostly
on interactive, installation, and video
art, or in other words, gallery-space
and gallery-ecology-oriented art
formats. OML has no preset borders in
terms of format; whatever is new and
fun to us, we go explore.

very promising and shows the
potential of OML.
I also formed an iPad/iPhone band
called Soul Lemon for a live
performance program I curated at the
Rockbund Art Museum in Shanghai.
The idea behind our iPad band is
different from the other similar outfits
in that we use non-musical and non-

This is a key concept that I share with
Shen Ligong, Director of OML.
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sound apps exclusively. The emphasis

China, and particularly in Hangzhou
and in Shanghai, it would be
impossible to ignore your influence in
thought leadership both in terms of
your students and in terms of
followers of your blogs, writing, and
speaking engagements. Do you see
that you contribute something more
international that might be lacking on
the local scene? To what extent does
your background in Taiwan and the
U.S. effect your artistic and
educational practice in China?

was on hand-held devices that
everybody has, and use them not as
musical instruments, but “as is,” as
“found objects,” as everybody’s
communication device.
Also, we opened up our setup to the
audience after the first half of the
performance; we let the audience
take over the performance, which was
clearly a reference to the concept of
UGC (“user generated content”). Soul
Lemon is just one of the experiments
playing with my concepts of “Noise
2.0” and “Performance 2.0.”

Yao Dajuin: As a matter of fact, that
really has nothing to do with my
teaching, which started only a few
years ago. People in China know me
mostly through my writings on and
promotion of new music and world
music (1996-2000, the only Chinese
website of new/world music
resources at the time), my radio show
(1979-1982; 2000-2004; the first freeform radio show in Taiwan and China),
both quite massive in terms of
quantity of content, and also my
curating large-scale international
sound art and new media events,
including Sounding Beijing 2003 and
Streaming Objects (the four-night
opening performances for the 2008
Shanghai eArts Festival).

I also work closely with SIMA
Executive Director Gao Shiming,
whose special interest and emphasis
is on social media and cultural theory,
plus seeing all types of events
happening on the international, not
just local level. We have planned
several projects in various directions
and always looking around.

I understand quite well that I stand for
a sort of 1970s free spirit, an
international frame of mind, but more
importantly, I think, a diachronic
frame of mind. This country is so self-

Robin Peckham: Looking at the
landscape of media and media arts in
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obsessed with only the here and now,

ranging from the criticism and history
of sound art to vertical Chinese
typography and the exhumation of
obscure music and, I am sure, well
beyond. What are the issues that most
concern you at this juncture, and how
will you integrate these into your work
at SIMA? Do you see the academic
and artistic field changing in the
Hangzhou-Shanghai area now that
the Expo has passed?

and I always try to remind people not
only is there a world outside, but also
a world before our parents’ time.
I feel lucky having a background
growing up in Taiwan, so that I don’t
have to think of my country and
culture as being only 62 years old,
which is the de facto mentality here.
That 2,500 years of cultural heritage is
of utmost importance to me in art. I
breathe, I live on that cultural
database, the textual, aural, visual,
aesthetic and philosophical.

Yao Dajuin:I continue to have projects
and interests going in different
directions, and I see many ways of
integrating them into the curriculum
and projects at SIMA, since the
system is now really flexible. One
example: as I was preparing for the
publication of my book of essays on
music criticism and listening culture,
Gao Shiming happened to have an
idea for me to give a graduate
seminar at the Institute of
Contemporary Art and Social
Thoughts this semester on Jacques
Attali‘s seminal book, Noise: The
Political Economy of Music.

I’m never interested an antiquarian
reading of the old materials. The most
thrilling thing to me is to connect the
old aesthetic to the present moment
and current practice and see sparks
flying–not only in my own art work,
but in my theoretical writings too.
Those things can still be alive and
kicking in our works and our lives, if
we so wish.

Then it occurred to me that it was the
perfect opportunity for me to test out
one of the essays in my book: my new
theory of a “Noise 2.0″ and other
issues on music economy in this era of
collective piracy. It all worked out very
well, the graduate students there
(those in that Institute are really
students in the former Curatorship
Department) are extremely capable

Robin Peckham: Your research and
creative interests span a vast territory,
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and sharp, and up to speed on current

will affect emerging art in China over
the coming years and decades? What
changes in mentality can we look
forward to? How will the school
change the practices not only of
artistic production but also curation,
interpretation, and display? Will you
be involved at all with the exhibition
program at the Center of Intermedia
Art International in Shanghai?

cultural studies scholarship.
My main concern has always been a
techno-media cultural identity that
can stand on its own, especially in this
Chinese era of “knock-offs” and “ripoffs” (shanzhai in Chinese), where an
“Ars Electronica über alles” mentality
prevails in school in the Mainland,
Hong Kong, and Taiwan.

Yao Dajuin:I think SIMA will be a
hotspot to watch out for in the
coming years, for we really love
experimenting on a macro, structural
level, mixing different resources
together and see what sparks can
come out. Collaboration is the
keyword here. The “inter-” in
“intermedia” is not just a slogan. And
it’s not just mixing in between
different media, it’s also breaking out
from the old sense of the word. Gao
Shiming has a clear trans-national,
trans-media, interdisciplinary vision, is
highly efficient, and is not afraid to
carry out any experiment.

It’s funny that you mentioned the
Shanghai-Hangzhou art circle. Just
recently, a couple of major Shanghai
art space directors have expressed to
Open Media Lab their worries about
no longer being able to attract
attention and audience with the
traditional installation-based
exhibitions. They invited us to offer
ideas using social media and whatever
else we’re playing with as platform,
and so we are now working together
on various projects. I think that’s a
very telling sign

Also, one of SIMA’s main concern is
the integration of curating and artmaking at the root level: our aim is to
have our curatorship students and
media art students working closely
with one another from the very
beginning of projects. Theory and
praxis also go hand in hand here; for
example, we would have graduatelevel critical seminars on undergrad
group exhibitions that just went on

Robin Peckham: How do you think the
reorganized School of Intermedia Art
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display.

programming technique. This is where
everything–social media, art,
technology, programming, practical

Yes, at the Center of Intermedia Art
International, in Shanghai, I will be in
charge of live sound, audio-visual
performance programming, which I
think can prove to be very
inspirational for installation-based
new media art in general. Even at the
previous New Media Art Department,
we had been already moving more
and more towards live, often bodily,
performance in recent years. So, now
combined with our colleague Qiu
Zhijie’s persistent emphasis on “live
event,” I think this will be one of the
areas in which we could play a major
role.

use in everyday life, and plain fun–is
converging now. I really want to divert
some of our collective talent toward
this alternative direction (alternative
only in the old art school sense, not at
all in real life), and see our students
and colleagues getting excited
designing iPhone and desktop apps.
Also, I have just founded the
Hangzhou Sound Unit, which is a joint
project between my own PostConcrete Records and Open Media
Lab. We will be launching an on-going
series of audio-visual live
performances, forums, workshops,
CD/DVD releases, and related events.
I have started collaborations with
European and Scandinavian
organizations.
For example, I am working on bringing
leading audio-visual artists, including
the ones coming from the German
label Raster-Noton , to China for
large-scale live events, of course also
showcasing domestic artists. This will

Robin Peckham: Finally, are there any
exhibitions or other projects you’re
working on now that we can present?

be a continuation of what I have been
doing for years: to promote new
music and sound art in China and also
bringing Chinese artists to the world.

Yao Dajuin: I will be teaching a class
on iPhone application development
this spring, as I want to jump-start at
SIMA this new way of thinking about
artistic creativity, combining software
design, user experience design, and

On the personal side, algorithmic
calligraphy is a very private part of my
art and I want to release more works
in this area in 2011. I have done
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meanings of Chinese characters (e.g.,
the albums
in
1997 and
of 1999,
and live performances), and have
started exhibiting a new series of
algorithmic visual works,
,
since 2009 (shown at the 2009 Beijing
Typography exhibition and then in the
U.S.). Currently I’m experimenting
with possibilities opened up by the
iPad platform, which offers
unprecedented physical, emotional
proximity and interaction between
the user/viewer and the computerage, typographied Chinese

extensive work in “Chinese character
art” (which is partly an extension of
the international movement of
Concrete Poetry from decades ago),
exploring the tripartite wealth of
contents embodied in the Chinese
script system–sound, visuality, and
semantics.

ideographic script. There is so much
work for me to do there.

http:// www.dajuin.com

have released quite a number of audio
works exploring the sounds and

http://eng.caa.edu.cn/
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That Measure Of Light. A Conversation With
Ugo Pitozzi
Enrico Pitozzi

hybridization of contemporary dance
with other artistic and philosophic
forms of expression, human body in
its extreme meaning, fragmentation
and androgyny of human body, as
well as employment of technological
devices on the stage, he starts up the
Ugo Pitozzi Company – Air Mail,
founded in Rome in 1978/1984 on the
occasion of the Spaziozero
production.

Ugo Pitozzi, choreographer and
video-artist, is one of the major
personalities of ballet born during the
’80s. His background stems from his
education: he studied idioms of visual
arts at the Accademia di Brera in
Milan, contemporary dance (he
studied the Laban technique),
contemporary technique with William
Forsythe, Mary Wigman’s principles
with Erika Thimey, and choreography
dance composition with Gerhard
Bohner. He also attended
choreography dance composition and
contemporary creation with Merce
Cunningham, Meredith Monk, Simone
Forti.

In 1983, Ugo Pitozzi and Simonetta
Cola gave birth to Teatrodanca Skené
Bolzano-Roma. Pitozzi has been
artistic director of Petralta
contemporary art center (Rome,
1999-2001) and director of one of the
three multicultural venues Regione
Lazio/national pilot project. He has
also been artistic director of
important events dedicated to
interaction between art and new
technologies like “Transcodex 01”
(2001), “Il corpo eccentrico” (2000),
and “Transcodex 02” on the occasion
of Genoa 2004 – World Capital of
Culture.

Between 1983 and 1984, Ugo Pitozzi
met Steve Paxton and Lisa Nelson,
and followed their creative dance
lessons for almost a year. Interested in
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“cognitive and sensitive writing”, it is
dynamic hydrography. Such aspect
refers to the re-identification of a
body as producer of otherness; at the
same time, it means to work on
inverse time, a time-flux. It is like
constantly passing through the forms.
That’s the place where writing and
composition become a real

His works include: Amnesia Hotel
(1983-84), Kat ‘Exoken (1989), I
Raccoglitori di Gesti Soavi (1991),
Quella misura di luce…(1993), A terrific
insularity of mind (1995), Fornication
avec l’onde (1996), Epopteia (1999), A
terrific Insularity of mind # 2 (2001),
the first stage of Corpus Recombinant
(2004-2006, whose creation is still in
progress). During this conversationmanifesto, Pitozzi explains the
outlines of his way to make art.

“geographization” of a corpus as a
series of gestures defining a moving
body. In other words, it is an
immersion process in which several
temporal spaces slide away and a
variable flux of energy and geometry
passes through the bodies.
Composing means to make a choice,
to find a balance on the edge of the
unknown. Composition is a corpus
employing every kind of expansion in
order to produce a perspective of

Enrico Pitozzi: Your works clearly
show an epistemology organized on
the idea of composition. I would just
start from this aspect pervading all
your creations, from the writing of the
movement to the stage device.

(“almost mineral”) amazement.
That’s not just an imposition of style
or technique, it is rather something to
discover, identify, alert besides what

Ugo Pitozzi: Basically, composition is
the opposite of indulgence.
Indulgence means to impose your one
and only (superficial) point of view. In
my creations, the primary gesture
becomes prismatic material capable
to separate different colours starting
from only one light. Quoting Pierre
Levy, my composition avails itself of a

has just been created. So, all this does
nor refer to a linear, one-dimensional,
mechanical, temporal dimension, but
it better refers to a journey with its
qualitative perception. Such
perception allows us to lose ourselves,
which is a prerequisite to amazement,
fear and happiness.
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satisfaction and tiredness  in an art
work, composition has to lead us to a
dizziness which is demonstration, not
a representation. It is a situation
giving us back a writing allowing time
and its forms to challenge
anesthetized times. Passing through
such intricacy leads us to amazement.
Enrico Pitozzi: Composition is a
poetry capable to show things. You
often make reference to something
Heidegger used to say. Could you
repeat it and explain its implications
on your way to create choreography,
please?

Enrico Pitozzi: Is it like tending to the
form?
Ugo Pitozzi: Form that’s the matter, I
try to find, and find back, an intricacy
of non-hierarchical actions through
the previously-mentioned
epistemology an intricacy of nonbinary relationships, a form made of
connections, hazards, dangers, and
stratifications of lines immersed in
empty spaces and stillness. It deal
with investing on the body projected
in energies which are fluid and
instable material recognizable only at
the end of the composition.

Ugo Pitozzi: Do you mean that
difficult Heidegger‘s sentence (he
himself didn’t cherish it) about how
poets risk the Being and so they
venture in the region of Being, while
others limit themselves to trade the
being. The earlier venture in language
(they speak), while the latter use
language and limit themselves in
using sayings; these ones need the
language. They leave the road where a
thinker talking about the Being meets
a poet talking about the Sacred.

Form starts in the moment it does not
recognize itself as stable and
complete. Such process allows the
composition to go on, to remain nonhierarchical, or, at worst, to capsize, to
be inevitably incomplete. Composing
means drawing an interior dismay in
which the perception of a present
absence prevails. In all my
interventions I head for a scrupulous
(anti-analogical) writing; that’s why
analogies tend to create sudden

That’s where (in the regions of being)
gestures-geographies take place and I
like to intervene. We walk in such area
with a rearrangement movement and
era multiplied by gestures, in
diagrams and flux and space
mathematics; that’s where the
elasticity of anatomy and the
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aspetto?

affectivity of bodies open on creation
and destruction of time-wish. That’s

Ugo Pitozzi: Ballet with its complexity
(like every art form) is the product of
an independent thought, resulting in
visual thought and visual philosophy.
The word “philosophy” is not the stage
representation of a philosophic idea,
but a connection of thoughts resulting
from the body-dance that becomes
reflection. Today there are many
misunderstandings, fake births, wills,
forefathers and generations on ballet.
The real need is to reaffirm the body
as driving thought. It is a continuous
hazard. It is an experiential wisdom
intersected and parallel to other
languages, capable to underline the
way ballet leads to a new kind of
knowledge about life.

the expression most similar to a
composition of fragrances, an
atmosphere  pulverization of short
“resonances” arranging in an uncertain
map. A choreographer is a geographer
of the present, creator of intimate
atlases.
The moving body becomes everexpanding, -contracting, and evaporating material.. this is the way I
approach composition: the creation of
a geographical gesture made up of
the bodies I choose to work with. I
start from their periphery because the
most interesting things happen at the
borderline. I arrange (physical or
electronic) bodies in the space in
order to underline their relationship
with time-atlas. Choreography
composition belongs to epiphany of
the moment.

fessura # 1
In my work I tend to define a “cold
body”: I work on a withdrawal (from
the body as a center) and restitution
gesture, where the writing of a body
becomes time, crosses every space,
spaces of time included.
The cold body is: a body-flux, a bodyfragment. Its writing is a secret sound.
Superbly playing every single note of
it is enough to paraphrase Arvo Part.
The cold body is: a body becoming
beat of a molecular plurality without
consideration for the volume: flowing
material-time, the cold body almost
finds itself in a situation of emptiness,

Enrico Pitozzi: La pratica
epistemologica si rovescia qui nella
filosofia visiva di cui hai parlato
altrove. Potresti sviluppare questo
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kind of absence.

situation, without losing its features. I
think that creating choreographies
means: giving form to a place where

The cold body is: a body – in the quest
for the end of its own vision – changes
the idea of subjectivity as well as its
own perception of time. My idea is
that it would go back to the tradition
of the dochakei ha-ketz, to the Franz
Rosenzweig’s “accelerators of the
end”.

knowledges join creating order, or
otherwise disorder.
It is possible thanks to new logics:
bodies with different stories, bodies
which sometimes are poles apart,
with different nationalities, physical
features and mental connections,
expectations, needs, and so on.
Inevitably, it is a big geography of
sensations not linked to a style or
technique. Improvisation is not the
consequence that’s why I often speak
of new atlas and define my writing on
and in the body as a map. I tend to a
writing full of silent interruptions.
Map and atlas geography is the
opposite of paralysis, lack of magnetic
life; it is the opposite of own
quotation tending to create only one
geometrically symmetric order.
Limiting complexity to its stereotype

Enrico Pitozzi: Here the body is
conceived as a sequence of speed and
slowness, rest and movement
(Spinoza): a dynamic. To compose the
body means making a map of its
parts, to determine intense rhythms,
or otherwise quietness. Atlas and
geography are part of your vocabulary
after all

is the starting point to denial of
gradations and sudden invasion of
languages (which is magic reserve
instead). The atlas-body I refer to is
the dialogue between body and its
inner landscape made of space,
strengths, memory, wisdom,
knowledge and non-knowledge:

Ugo Pitozzi: When you open an atlas 
in the sense of a collective creation,
where individual knowledges join
creating connections  the first thing
you clearly see in it is the difference of
complex-asymmetric experiences.
They live simultaneously in an
information, a surface in a magmatic

disharmonies.
The landscape of body-movement is
the field, the huge space of physical
natures, variable geometries,
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crossing known times  danger,
challenge, multilayered coatings, heat
and torpid cold, smells, separations.
The gesture/movement kindly and
lightly lives in such dimensions. It lives
in the touch of the eyes. Whatever
dialogue between body, gesture, and
space begins with the awareness of
being in a place; modifying oneself
and the place through actions of
addition and withdrawal. You can
browse through an atlas, but you can
travel along a body-atlas. The heart of
a body-map-atlas is in its inexact and
impermanent value, in a sovereign
and hidden guerrilla with unveiling
time.

immersions, exciting apnoeas; the
space of illusions, discoveries,
evaporations. The atlas-body is not an
expression of comfort, but solitude 
inexorable combination of power and
powerlessness.

fessura # 2

Enrico Pitozzi: You are outlining an
intimate relationship (of your activity
of choreographer) dealing with
gravity, and its magnetism.

It could sound strange but inside
myself I would like my job to resemble
more and more to Naoshima Island. I
see the writing of a body as an echo
of flux, the subsiding record of a place
(an intimate space because also the
body is a space), redefining the sense.
What once was heimlich, recognizable
and familiar, becomes unheimlich,

Ugo Pitozzi: In my corpus of
choreographies, the body is pushed
through several limits. It is a body
made up of porous material bearing
the substantiality of instability, the
certainty to adapt and resist to the
environment hosting it, the hazard to

alien to itself and to protagonist’s
perception.

try-find the balances necessary to all
its fragments. It is a bended body,
dangerously standing, peripheral,
waiting: producing several
simultaneous gestures continuously
re-determining. It is also a body
capable to lose. It is a body becoming
flux of energy and discipline. A bodypower: this is the key point to me.

Enrico Pitozzi: Redoing the body
looks like the concept of composition:
it means that rearranging perception
is necessary.
Ugo Pitozzi: It is necessary to re-think
a body senses of a body-atlas feel:
angles, shadows, endless lines
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This is the prerequisite to begin
working with gravity, the primary
element of a body, weigh of the soul.
Intensity, emptying, wisdoms,
representations, metamorphosis,
shadows, exits, amazement, poetry of
silence and stillness are equivalent to
such force crossing us from the center
to the sky, and then driven back, in
order to give us the chance to live the
way we are used to. when I compose,
that’s one of the most important
things for me: material body and soul
body in only one body made of
energy.

Enrico Pitozzi: You have been one of
the first Italian artists to use video
projections on stage (Amnesia Hotel
in 1983/84). Ceremony of Innocence
(2000-2001), first stage of the
Corpus-Rekombinant series, is based
on excess, the micro-macro
relationship between physical body
and video body of the dancer. Would
you talk about such relationship?

To change the ways we re-arrange
ourselves respect to the gravity,
balance, mass and symmetry, up and
down, ground and jump, implies
changing the codified perspective of
the center, and placing ourselves in a
germinating space, becoming sheer
expression with no need to mime
feelings. To alter in order to re-draw,
to make anatomic what’s been altered
in a mobile pass; that’s the process
regulating the creation of video
presences and sound stratifications of

Ugo Pitozzi: Amnesia Hotel, realized
for Spaziozero-Roma, maybe was one
of the first Italian ballet shows to use a
video. It was a 10-by-9-meter, everchanging projection that lasted until
the end of the show. Since then, video
images have always been a
prerequisite of my creations.

each work.

Instead, Ceremony of Innocence is the
accomplishment of a process. All the
work is based on re-defining nonexact, non-synchronic times, the
spaces between micro and macro,
physical body and electronics: silent
place between two thoughts. I am not
interested in a still action but in a
danced action which is meant to
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figurations and gradations of

change. I don’t want a constant line of
evolution, I want an intervention on
transformations and chaotic fusions 
a myriad of times writing a myriad of
spaces.

presence occur on stage: shadows,
doubles, tracks of movement. Would
you expand on that subject?
Ugo Pitozzi: The performativeinstalling section of my last creation,
Corpus-Rekombinant is called
Midollo-Spalt-Room #… (intimate
atlas) and has been conceived for

They do not synchronize with the
desire of another speed. The
choreographic gesture in Ceremony
of Innocence is based inside the
physical and electronic body through
an endless dialogue with silences and
visual paradoxes. It is a gesture
establishing in the dance, it is hard
and solid, creating its own rules and
language. The whole writing
materializes thanks to precipitations,
withdrawals and unexpected events.

three spaces different from each
other; every section implies an
enquiry on amber as a gradation of
presence.
The choreographic gesture becomes
deposit of ruins that become amazing
material, the audience and I detect as
an addition a complex breath, remedy
for a linguistic stupidity. Shadows,
doubles, imperfect tracks, absences
and turmoil: these are the primary
figurations in relation with the
traditional Wabi-Sabi of the ancient
Japan.
Franca Bossalino writes in her book
dedicated to the Estetica
dell’imperfetto
: “Everything
unaccomplished, unfinished,
imperfect is Wabi-Sabi; everything
ambiguous and contradictory […]
Wabi-Sabi is deep, multiform and
elusive, it is the beauty of
imperfection, of things not
completely defined, temporary and
unaccomplished […]”. [F. Bossalino,
Wabi-Sabi e l’estetica dell’imperfetto

Enrico Pitozzi: The next question tries
to lead you to another reflection; the
concept of presence. From
Fornication avec l’onde (1994) to
Terrific Insularity of Mind (1995) and
Epopteia (1999) to Midollo-Spalt
(2004) and Ceremony of Innocence
(2000-2001), which is the first part of
the Corpus-Rekombinant series
(2004-2006, its creation is not over),

,
in “PPC Piano Progetto Città” n. 20-21,
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that we could use the same sudden
words – almost a restricted Haiku of
German rain – Wenders used in “
” “[…] un ange passé
[…]”, while watching and composing
“dance”.

2003, p. 52].
It is about composing with more and
more essential forms. Such kind of
composition is an expansion on an
unstable edge in order to avoid
arrogance and conquer decency. I try
to tend to a world-body expressing its
presence in a trembling of lost
gestures. Such gestures attract each
other producing emotion. That’s how
my way to compose/write the body
goes over my awareness which is one
thing and a myriad of things at the
same time.
I think that the only peculiarity of
contemporary world is an eccentric
relationship with the time we and the
deracinè
art work are living in: to be
,
free from the common sense. Most
times, being compatible. I would like

Enrico Pitozzi: Where will such quest
lead you?
Ugo Pitozzi: If I will be able, to some
kind of “presence of silence”, and
gradation of emptiness

The
Sky over Berlin
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Videozoom Japan. Re-framing The Daily
Lorenzo Taiuti

concrete, which pervades the solid
and organized routine of the urban
day which is presented as a compact
combination of things, places and
people. But at the same time it never
makes a clear distinction between
people and inanimate objects.
“Everything is everything”. Everything
is everything. So there is no difference
between things, people, animals,
everyday objects and routine. Only
things fill (or empty?) the void. The
video by Koki Tanaka called
Everything Is Everything, is a work on
the operation of “emptying the void”
which is expressed (and fragmented)
coolly and dispassionately by
performing a series of manipulations
of some of the most “common”
objects of “everyday” life.

From December 7th to January 10th,
Kenichi Kondo, curator of the Mori Art
Museum in Tokyo, presented a series
of young Japanese artists at the Sala 1
– International Center for
Contemporary Art in Rome, as part of
the review Videozoom Japan. It was
an overview of selected and formally
interesting artistic production coming
from the Rising Sun realized over the
past decade, which focused on issues
related to the “re-framing of daily life”
(as suggested by the subtitle of this
review).
In the Japanese culture where work
and leisure seem to be more
streamlined than they are in Italy,
daily life also appears to be more
formal and controlled. Functional
gestures and objects you use
constantly fill a void sometimes
symbolic, sometimes more subtly

Plastic cups, shoes, garbage cans,
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composed of hundreds of small
“ripples” of daily life which produce a
quantity of hyper-trivial micro-events.
Sometimes they are amazing,
sometimes extraordinary (as when in
an anonymous landscape in the
suburbs a giraffe emerges suddenly,
without any sense, like a surrealist
apparition), but even if often out of
place they can become the very
meaning of a “place”.

brooms, chairs, more chairs, food,
bath mats, plastic, paper plates and
toilet paper. All the trivial objects of
everyday life are used. An endless
series of worthless objects are
discovered as part of our lives. Their
presence is both necessary and
important (like food) and amorphous
substance, so amorphous that the
artist repeatedly treats it as
meaningless.
Daily life is (pessimistically)
meaningless. Or the “emptiness” is its
sense. Or again, the gap has been
“created” in daily life. By whom? Well,
by contemporary people? How?
Through processes of society? Critics
and acceptance, rebellion and
registration go together and exploring
the gap can be an act of extreme
courage. The Empire of Signs, Roland
Barthes used to call it in his famous
essay on Japan.

But it is not what is out of the ordinary
which is “extraordinary.” Fragments of
admissions, gestures, actions and
shapes are extraordinary, these
fragments which are always classified
according to the minimalism of
Japanese tradition are very effective
in describing the texture of
randomness that represents cities
today.

The signs of “countdown Tokyo” are
today the gaudy numbers printed on
American University t-shirts, which
are widely used by young people in
Tokyo. Thanks to accurate research,
Youki Okumura filmed a sequence of
numbers ranging from 10 to 0, seeking
the individuality (the act of dressing)
that brings us back to zero.

So, random signs, like the ones of
action painting which Takehito
Koganezawa tracks in stop motion on
glass with a common daily shaving
soap. In Paint it black and Erase we

And it is zero, the zero of daily life, the
zero of the city, small anonymous acts
that catches the attention of Atsushi
Suzuki in So What?; this is a work
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face serial paintings dated and

office block. The performance is
interrupted each and every time the
elevator stops and the doors open
letting in some formal and gray
presences of daily work: employees,
managers, etc … When the elevator
stops, the dance stops as well
becoming once again working
behavior. The performance is a nice
reflection on the contrast between
the world of work, his schedule,
constraints, controls, fantasy.

deleted every day as aesthetic
gestures, renewable and forgettable.
Mariko Tomomasa with his Have a
meal with father, revisits the
relationship with his father using
“narrative memory”, repeating the
same scene of a dinner and a dialogue
and calling a different old man every
time to represent his father. The video
is of an amazing filmic quality, without
betraying the essence of his video
nature; the men chosen to play the
role of the father have the same
quality of presence (conscious and
tired) as the characters in the films by
Wong Kar Wai and the same strategy
of comparison between imaginary
and reality in the understanding of the
real.
A bit like in the film In the Mood for
Love (“cult movie” by Wong Kar Wai)

In parallel, in the work Mum by Meiro
Koizumi, an employee, on his return
home in the evening, starts a
telephone conversation with his
mother. Suddenly, the employee
becomes someone else, a soldier on
service in one of the many wars taking
place in the world speaks to his
mother. And, by mimicking the
sounds of a dramatic battle, he dies
just as dramatically. The fantastic
prevails over daily life? This is what
this video seems to suggest; drama is
inserted at a time we suppose is one
of the greyest ones of daily life. All

where in order to understand the
movie you have to live and live again
reality, because nobody really
understands it while it happens. You
can refer to it talking about a
performance of “film” where the
action does not seek the truth, but the
forms (verbal and behavioral) which
represented it.

From B to H,
Saki Satom in
interprets
a dance (contemporary and abstract)
on popular tunes which takes place in
an elevator between one floor and
another of an austere skyscraper
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this suggests some interesting ideas.
For example that the perception of
the drama of others can be an escape
from everyday life. And that the
psychological participation a form of
compensation…

Meiro Koizumi and Atsushi Suzuki are
not particularly attracted by formal
aesthetics.

Finally, we asked some questions to
Kenichi Kondo, the curator of the
exhibition, intentionally focusing the
conversation on the relevance of
video in the Japanese contemporary
art scene.
Lorenzo Taiuti: How important is
video today in the work of
contemporary Japanese artists?

Lorenzo Taiuti: Do the new digital
media act as a stimulus for
contemporary Japanese artists and do
they lead them to produce new types
of work?

Kenicho Kondo: Well, video is
becoming increasingly important in
Japan. You will be able to understand
the importance of video as a medium
in our country today when you see the
work by the video artist Tabaimo
which will be presented at the
Japanese pavilion at the Venice
Biennale this year.

Kenicho Kondo: Well, yes and no.
Exonimo and other artists who
participate in exhibitions at the
InterComunication Center in Tokyo,
use the latest technologies and
actually create new types of work
which are rather interesting. Others
do not use them. Personally, I do not
think that digital media have a great
influence in the Japanese art as a
whole …

Lorenzo Taiuti: Japanese art is usually
formalist. How would you describe
the group of selected videos in the
exhibition from a formal point of
view?
Kenicho Kondo: Some of the artists in
the exhibition Videozoom Japan are
very focused on the formal aesthetics
of their work: Koki Tanaka, Hiraki
Sawa and Naoyuki Tsuji. But I can
assure you that other artists such as

Lorenzo Taiuti: Does video have a
market in Japan today?
Kenicho Kondo: I think so. A relatively
small market compared to the market
of painting (as everywhere else in the
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art market, as is also true in Italy. But
the variety of its possible uses, makes
it an interesting tool to bridge the
narrative gap between the object and
the visual languages of
communication in which we are
immersed daily. While the festival
continues with a gradual shift to the
fantastic, the most compelling works
are placed in the “cold” analysis which
is even frosty, of what daily life can be
like when not enriched by the
imagination. Cataloguing,
enumerating, simulation with
analytical results are thus the most

world), and let’s also take into
consideration the fact that the
Japanese art market is also smaller
than that of England or Germany.
Having said that it must be added that
this market is growing steadily.

appropriate tools to face up to this
“Below Zero” reality in which we live.

To conclude video is a vastly popular
means but not central in the Japanese

http://www.salauno.com/
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The “OVNI” Project. Video As A Critical
Experience
Herman Mendolicchio

business, too many times mistaken for
the culture world, has risen as model
of real life, where fiction and reality
melt into one solution and where
physic and mental solidity dissolve
into a constant flow of images and
appearances, in this intricate and
complex mutation of reality the OVNI
work showed itself as an antidote to
the poison of contemporary
information and communication.

Some of the most radical questionings
of reality arise from the culture of
images. Others are a result of
simulation mechanisms. Others come
from the expansion of a dominant
reality that threatens the fabric of
other realities; that threaten to erase
forms of knowledge, landscapes,
people, ways of life, feelings. Others
persist through a kind of
autosuggestion, which stems from
the dense network of desires and
fears, false identifications, actions and
reactions, in an experience not too
distant from a dream. – OVNI

A “pirate channel”, an arrow shot to hit
the international audiovisual
supremacy, a “Temporary Selfgoverned Area” – as Hakim Bey
himself, collaborator of this OVNI
edition, would say – presenting from
almost twenty years, within the areas
of CCCB of Barcelona and not only, an
intense program of visual art,
independent documentary and mass
media archeology.
The deep work by OVNI showed
clearly how the audiovisual
independent productions are getting
more and more visibility and

The 2011 edition of OVNI (Observatory
de Vìdeo no Identificat: Unidentified
Video Observatory) was dedicated,
the last 22-27 of February 2011 at
CCCB-Barcelona, to the concept of
dis-reality. In an age where the show

international fame and how, at the
same time, they represents a highly
critical instrument of our time culture
and society.
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countries and contexts, and viewed
other interesting works and materials,
soon acknowledged the difficulties in
making such works arrive here in
Spain, and in illustrating what we
knew it was valuable. Therefore OVNI
began as a necessity to reflect on the
principle of video itself, and made its
members aware that in such concept
lied a mix of languages, intentions and
strategies which in a way or in the
other reflect this means’ vitality and
capability of overcoming every genre
barrier. A hybrid language without a
format, but characterized by a superb
flexibility and work capability.

I spoke about this and other topics
with Toni Serra, an OVNI team
member whose availability I really
appreciated.
Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio:
Thirteen editions and almost twenty
years of experience. How did the
OVNI project be born and develop
during the years?

Here comes the OVNI name
(Observatory de Vìdeo no Identificat),
which testifies our purpose of passing
through genres with no worries and
putting the emphasis mostly on our
intentions. OVNI was meant to widen
the field expression, which in our
environment had shrink – above all, if
compared to the works we saw
outside of our country – and to
retrieve the freshness, the hybrid
character of video and use it.

Toni Serra: OVNI is born out of the
need of a strict number of people who
were once part of Doce Visual
Association. Some years ago a group
of them began to reunite there. Some
were coming from the world of video,
others were returning in Spain after
many experiences in different
countries – France, USA, Germany –
and some others had stayed here.
Teresa Picazo reunited us on the basis
of a necessity: producing and
recording in Spain was nearly
impossible in that very period, and
video editing and exposing was even
worse.
Those who had been abroad, in other
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relation between identity and mass
media. Around the end of the
Nineties, in the works there were
traces of the events that were
happening. The terms globalization
and New World Order began to
spread around; the concept of
Rhizome became clearer, as well as
9/11 2001 did. OVNI passed through
the end of this millennium and plunge
right into this new panorama that led
us to a sort of global coup d’état,
under the guise of need to control a
terror danger threatening frontiers
and cultures as well.

The first editions of OVNI followed
this guideline, then the event began
to turn slowly, on one side into a
research process of the topics we
were interested in, and on the other,
thanks to all the material we received,
into a sort of scanner of a determined
situation. The works were coming
from all around the world and had
different characteristics, thus
requiring an important reflection on
their contents.

We were watching it very clearly
through the videos we received. In
2005, for instance, we were thinking
about a precise topic for the festival,
when we suddenly recognized that in
a huge number of works sent to us –
very interesting works in both
contents and forms – the term
“resistances” was recurring many
times.

Rather than on the selection, it was
necessary to spend a lot of time on
the lecture of intentions, of what was
happening, of what the artists were
caring about. Little by little we
recognized we were having access to
the dreams and nightmares of our
time and we were not observing them
through corporative means, mass
media or “audiovisual fast foods”, but
rather through hundreds or even
thousands of tiny eyes.

In that very moment we said to
ourselves: “We must mix what we see,
what we are interested in, with all that
it is happening and link it to the
people’s need to access to different
ways to view the world”. From that
day on, a reflection about the special
relation between magic, image,
imagination and reality started.

This way we discovered some
important questions, such as the
research of community forms and the

One year later, instead of following
the same path we took with
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Toni Serra:The Dis-reality is a reality
that dis-realizes us as people,
communities, landscapes, contexts,
cities. Do we have to call it reality
even when it dis-realizes us? It is
rather a dis-reality. Moreover, this is a
reality we clearly recognize as
something built by the great powers
of image and communication,
creative imagination and industry of
culture. People must understand that
just as such dis-reality unites us on
one hand as goods, consumers, labels,
on the other it divides us as labels,
names, races, ideologies and different
traditions.

“resistances”, we developed a more
refined and less popular OVNI. There
was the necessity to see what had
happened. Was colonialism really
dead? What did the word colonialism
mean now? What does colonialism
need? It needs the other. When the
other comes in, here comes a space, a
space to be occupied. Is this space
only a physical one? No, it’s not: it is a
linguistic and cognitive space and
knowledge always occupies the space
of what is yet to know, it enters it to
stay. All these matters forced us
digging deeper and deeper into our
reflection.

This dis-reality is then both physical (it
can materialize in a frontier, on a wall,
within a fence or building, and even in
the destruction of a building) and
metaphysical (such as virtuality,
where the use of dis-reality is
effective – for it requires a very strong
materiality, like for instance time
spending – but at the same time has
not a physicalness of its own).

Two other OVNI research works –
Exodus and Rhizomes – comes
directly from this guideline: a mix of
what we were receiving from the
artists and what we were meant to
meet but we could not.

These two worlds are linked many
times to each other, as it happens in
“Gold Farmers”, an online multiplayer
videogame
(
http://www.chinesegoldfarmers.com
/) that shows hundreds of factories in
China where thousands of young
people play World of Warcraft,
Second Life, and other games. The
game is their job and they are paid

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: This
year’s edition is dedicated to disreality. Can you explain to us what
does it mean please?
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with a virtual currency, convertible
into real one. These people work 1214-16 hours per day, they sleep in the
factory and their eyes are often
reddened…

our own being, in search of our own
nature. In other words, all of this
means to stop pursuing our own
desires and to stop running away for
our fears.

The Dubai in Me, Rendering the
World, a video by Christian Von
Borries, is an excellent work as well. It
is a biopolitical analysis putting into
relation Dubai’s real architectures –
made possible thanks to hundreds of
thousands workers of the Indian
subcontinent – with Second Life’s
virtual architectures. Another
particular video concerns a Second
Life advertisement, showing the
beginnings of this virtual project.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: OVNI
contains video art, documentary and
independent audiovisual productions
and mass media archaeology works.
What criteria and methodologies do
you use to find and select these
works?

Born as a virtual isle filled with virtual
trees, Second Life was soon inhabited
by virtual people who built their
houses, residences, cutting the trees
to do that. This fact shows that even
in the virtual world the trees have to
be cut, that not even in the virtual
world there is room for ecologist
utopia. This example leads to a
somewhat political concept: we
cannot take for real a reality that dis-

Toni Serra: The latest edition required
us to make a huge work of research.
The topic defined itself slowly and it
took much time to make it concrete.
We had a lot of trouble finding the
material too. This OVNI project forced

realizes us!

every member of the team to work on
the research part, and the
collaborations with Havi Hurtado,

This denial establishes a paradoxical
relationship with a thought coming
from mystique, Hinduism, Christian
Gnosticism, Islamic Sufism and India’s
Advaita Vedanta school. Reality itself
is an illusion. We can access to its real
aspect only in so far as we investigate

Lewanne Jones by Autonomedia, and
most of all José Luìs de Vicente have
been fundamental. The criterion was
to establish a constructive dialogue
among them. .
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work arise many questions: what is
happening? Why we women are not
reacting? Why are we just passively
witnessing to our identity’s seizure,
our body’s sale and our image’s
violation?

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: The
critical, analytical and reflective
aspect on contemporary culture –
particularly on mass media – is one of
OVNI starting point. In the actuality
there is a perverse relation concerning
the use of mass media in our society.
What does OVNI think about that?
Toni Serra:We have always been
fascinated by the beginnings of TV,
the times when characters likes Ernie
Kovacs, fleeing from McCarthyism
and hiding in television, could exist.
They create TV programs along with
Stockhausen’s musical covers, with a
completely experimental conception
of scene space, influenced by
Dadaism and Surrealism. All of this not
only worked, but also succeeded in
taking a large piece of share a few
times.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: OVNI
is a transversal project, containing
videos from all around the world and
dealing with mystic, spiritual, political,
social, economical and artistic
matters. What are the connections
OVNI is looking for?

Years after they discovered the great
potential of TV, which was then the
younger brother of cinema: economic

horrible way the body of women has
been exploited and made public
during the years.

Toni Serra: OVNI is an Observatory of
Unidentified Videos. We do not care
about genres, origins, or production
systems of the videos. And no matter
if the author is famous or unknown.
We work in a total freedom which
allows us to make a reflection on our
time and our roots. A reflection born
out of the language that we, as
contemporary human beings, are
more used to (we grew up with TV
and computers).

From a feminine perspective, the

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: Can

and political questions, capability of
production and emission began to
appear. This year the focus is mostly
on two Italian videos: the first is
Videocracy by Erik Gandini, the latter
is Il corpo delle donne (the body of
women) by Lorella Zanardo. This one
in particular is an outcry about the
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independent videos, compared to the
TV and cinema industry, be useful
tools of counter- information or is
their vision limited to a small group of
spectators only?
Toni Serra:I often ask this question to
myself. For instance, TV share ratings
are rather esoteric when one tries to
understand how they actually work. It
is fundamental to be aware that
spreading a message worldwide
requires a clear thing: it cannot be
deprived of which it needs to be sent,
nor of which it implies, for an
individual, to receive something
coming from a massive information
system.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: In the
exposition introduction you affirm
that it: “Comes from digital
technology: videogames, simulation,
virtual image, augmented reality,
applied to so different fields such as
leisure, military training,
communication, industrial process,
leisure administration…becoming the
psychical and emotional habitat of a
large part of the population. A
fictional whole.” In the
metamorphosis between real world
and image, don’t you think technology
made us lose our contact with reality?

In other words, when we see a bus
reporting an advertisement imitating
the symbol of a bank – and so it is not
a symbol, but an advertisement – we
have a completely different reaction,
for we know what all of this means
and we know what lies behind to
made it possible. In this sense, the
information conveys rhizomatically
and it is difficult to quantify, but it
seems it works well, judging from
what it is happening in North Africa.

Toni Serra:Technology is a reality per
se. It contains a reality in itself. This is
so obvious sometimes we forget
about it, for we consider it a simple
means. But it is not only a means, it is
a reality too. And at the same time it
clearly represents a mediation. Such
mediation, often made possible by a
technological/economical giant
whose origins are military as well,
adds a number of values and
distances. In this sense, taking into

There are limited production videos
that now are circulating very much. I
do not know the real dimension of all
of this, but I believe it is more than we
can imagine.
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consideration Hakim Bey‘s thoughts,
this notion of mediation representing
a distance is revealed.

program?

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio:
Speaking of Hakim Bey. He is an OVNI
collaborator in this year’s edition. How
did this relation start?

work of the last year and a half. The
archives and the programs coming
out from them represent no doubt the
main core of our group. These
programs are exposed during
museum exhibitions, shows, reflection
days, social events, occupations, etc.

Toni Serra: Actually this week will be
presented an output of the whole

Toni Serra: All became true thanks to
the collaboration with one of his
editors, Intermedia, New York. Our
intent was to provide Hakim Bey with
some texts, to make him reflecting
about this year’s edition. Hakim has
been very direct, sending us a long
work focused on the dis-reality
matter, along with a 5 minutes video
intervention where he made a
reflection on three forms to view
reality: 1) Everything is real. A sort of
shamanic vision. 2) Nothing is real.

Lately we have been working hard to
this purpose, particularly on our web
site and online archives, increasing
the number of videos (from 400 to
700) and reaching a higher resolution.
The quality is currently so high that
our users can watch the videos on
their computers, and this increase in
autonomy could one day lead to the
disappearance of OVNI as
intermediate.

Reality lies beyond, invisible,
inaccessible, and we can only see a
glimpse of it. 3) The world is real and
unreal at the same time. It is real as a
manifestation of a principle of
universal conscience, yet it is unreal
for there are names and forms that
appear and disappear and have not a
substrate of their own.
Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: OVNI
also owns a wide online archive, a rich
set of collaborations, many itinerant
exhibitions, and so on. What are the
intentions of the group beyond what
will be exposed in this week’s public

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: How
did you insert the independent nature
of OVNI projects into the
collaboration with a public center like
CCCB?
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discussion on many aspects for us: for
instance, one the most important is
that our work must remain free for we
receive public money and we work in
public spaces, like CCCB. But it is not
easy to make institutions understand
that. In fact we base our work on total
independence, in relation with the
way we handle OVNI and deal with its
matters. In this sense, we do not allow
institutions to influence us…

Toni Serra: First of all, at a certain
point our skepticism towards the
institutions began to finish. This break
has occurred because of some cracks
that opened at the birth of the culture
industry: a non-existing industry in
Spain until a few years ago, yet
expanding rapidly and leaving huge
empty spaces after it. Moreover,
despite our skepticism, new
characters we could dialogue with
and reflect on appeared.
Yet now all of this means a constant

http://www.desorg.org
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